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train arrived and when Madero and
when it has been so adopted it will
his wife, followed by the party of
constitute one of the most creditable
acts of the present administration
thirty, moved slowly across the bridge
in a procession of automobiles, cheers
"I believe in the agreement not be
cause it is perfect, or even satlsfac
rang through the air, the deafening
applause from the American side be
tory in its scope, but because it is
a step toward the establishment of
ing taken up across the border by
an even more demonstrative crowd
those equitable trade relations with
General Madero made a brief address
Canada which can be reached only by
of thanks for the demonstration.
a very marked reduction if not actual
When Senor Madero reached the
abolition of tariff restrictions upon
REPUBLIC municipal building, be was escorted to FEDERAL FORCES DESERT THE
INTO
the mutual interchange of commodi- HIS
a balcony where the only untoward
ties.
AT PIEDRAS
NEGRAS A
TWO CITIES AND IN8URREC-TO- S
Incident of the day occurred.
"There is another aspect of the Can
TRIUMPHANT ONE
TAKE POSSESSION
Senor Madero was being introduced
adian agreement, however, in which
by Manuel Lopez, who for some un
it constitutes an important innovation
upon past and present commercial THE DEFENDER OF LIBERTY explained reason took occasion to de MANUEL
nounce Benito Juarez as an African
policy, and which suggests the intro
BONjLLA ON JOB
robber who had separated the church
duction of a new attitude toward foreign countries more in harmony with CHEERING MULTITUDES GREET and state. Senor Madero moved to EXILED NICARAGUAN READV TO
ward young Lopez. A dozen hands
HIM WITH THIS CRY AND
ASSUME PROVISIONAL GOVexisting conditions than the selfish
seized the young man
quicklv
and exclusive international position
SHOUT VIVA MADERO
ERNORSHIP
and shoved him through the door.
heretofore accepted by the United
A $250,000 OIL FIRE
The crowd applauded. He was immeStates. The reciprocity agreement,
New Orleans, June 3. Bight oil
if adopted, will without doubt be an BRIEFLY ADDRESSES PEOPLE diately Imprisoned.
Senor Madero RAILROAD LOSS
PROGRAM OCCUPIED ALL DAY
$500,000
NO DELAY IN THE INQUIRY tanks of the Indian
then spoke and defended Juarez, after
Refining com
important step toward the revision of
a
he
below
which
miles
turned
or
to
situated
discussion of the
several
our system
this
international tann
pany
VICTORIOUS REVOLUTIONARY principles which the revolution had COLONEL RANDOLPH SAYS DAM- PROMISES city on the Mississippi river, valued AMONG IMPORTANT DISCUSSIONS treaties.
CHAIRMAN STANLEY
LEADER THANKS CROWDS FOR
at $250,000, were destroyed by fire
AGE TO SOUTHERN PACIFIC
fostered.
'That the United States would,
WAS ONE BY PROF. H. PARK
IT SHALL BE THOROUGH AND
Senor Madero and party left on a
last night and this morning. The fire
without a struggle, surrender its tra
FRIENDLY DEMONSTRATION
WILL TOTAL THIS SUM,
WILLIS
RAPID AS POSSIBLE
was caused by lightning. The fire Is
ditional lnterpretat'on of the most faspecial train at 10:30 o'clock preceded
200 armed men' In a pilot train,
still burning but Is under control.
vored nation clause in our treaties Is
El Paso, Tex., June 3. Culiacan,
Piedras Negras, (Formerly Porflrlo by
June 3. President Taft hardly to be expected. The question
Chicago,
next stop will be at Monclova,
The
Washington, June 3. Because of the
3.
June
of Sinaloa and Mazatlan, the
Mexico,
Diaz)
capital
arrived in Chicago at 1:55 p. m. to
marked discrepancies In the accounts
Mexican territory after a six hundred Mex., tonight.
principal
seaport of that state, are
left
his
and
The
day.
party
president
(Continued on Page Five)
both in revolutionary hands, accord-in- g
miles journey through the United
of the absorption of the Tennessee L0R1HER TO CONDUCT
street and took
the train at Fifty-fiftto telegrams reeclved here last
States, Francisco I. Madero, Jr., was NINETY-EIGH- T
Coal & Iron company by the United
YEARS
an automobile for the center of the
an
welcomed
at
immense
by
by Colonel Epes Randolph, vice- throng
night
HIS OWN DEFENSE city.
HUGE LAKE STEAMER
States Steel corporation, In the pan
international
line here today.
the
and general manager of the
president
Is
This
"Canadian reciprocity,, day"
OLD AND PENNILESS Southern Pacific
lcky days of 1907, as given by John W,
Crowds from Eagle Pass, and old Ciu-dalines in Mexico.
n Chicago, a program under the aus
Gates and Elbert H. Gary, the Stanley ACCUSED SENATOR WIRES INVES
The
Porfirio
the
swarmed
LOSS
in
federals
Mazatlan left Thurs
Diaz,
bridges
BURNS;
pices of the Western Economic so
tnd with a chorus of "Viva Madero!"
"Steel Trust" Investigating commit
night on a gunboat which had
day
TIGATING COMMITTEE, ASKIN
BAD
MORRISON
PETER
of
the
discussion
the
PLIGHT,
ciety, extending
been in the harbor, and the insur-- .
"Long Live the Defender of Liberty!"
tie of the house has determined that
ING TO BE HEARD
ASKS FOR FREE LODGING
subject through the whole day and FIRE AT BUFFALO RUINS HAND and similar
rectos marched in. The federals
former
hailed
the
cries,
further light on that deal 'must be ob
concluding tonight with what was ex
IN CHICAGO
SOMEST VESSEL PLYING
as
national
marched
a
chief
hero.
rebel
overland towards Mexico
talned and that every person who had
Senator Wil pected to be one of the most imporWashington, June 3.
FRESH WATER
City from Culiacan and the rebels
During the 'night every little staterm
his
made
ant
speeches
during
anything to do with It should be exam Ham Lorimer today requested that
tion contributed its crowd to the MaChicago, June 3. A gray bearded took the town and are prepared to inhe be permitted to appear before the of office by President Taft.
lned.
Mexican
and
welcome.
dero
With
man,
carrying a nrcKory cane, ap stall Manuel Bonllla, the exiled ex- Buffalo, N. Y June 3. The mam
"The International Aspects of Reci
In the light plied at the municipal lodging house presldent of Nicaragua, as provisional
The committee Is again considering new investigating committee to tes
American
flags
fluttering
was the subject of an ad moth lake passenger steamer Norththe necessity of summoning former tify In his own behalf. The request procity"
of dozens of torches, the officers of in North Union street last night and governor.
Prof. H. Parker Willis of west, owned by the Northern Steam
dress
by
and
Roosevelt
Colonel Randolph has no advices
was telegraphed to the senate com
Madero's staff on guard at the en- said to the clerk:
President Theodore
Washington, to the conference today. ship company, and one of the finest trance to his
car, repeatedly
former Secretary of State Elihu Root mlttee on privileges and elections by Professor Willis said in
"Young man, 1 was directed here confirmatory ot the reported assassiprivate
part:
vessels afloat 'on fresh water, was were compelled to address the crowds for a night's lodging. Do I get it? nation of Diego Redo, governor of
for verification of the conferences Mr. Lorimer, who Is in Chicago. The
President Taft In his message to damaged to the extent of nearly
on
the
while their chief slept.
Frick
would
"Name," asked the clerk as he Slnaoloa. Half a million dollars is the
and
was
be glad
with Messrs. Gary
said,
committee, It
congress of January 26, isii, nas $600,000 by fire early today. Noth
loss to his company as a result ot
The party arrived at Eagle Pass reached for a register card.
to hear him.
Tennessee company transaction.
tated with the utmost cogency the ing but her steel hull remains. Her at 8:30 o'clock
visitor's
were
was
and
the
actual damage to the tracks,
this
the
that
"Peter
Morrison,"
morning
said
today
The telegram had the effect of quiet general reasons which call for a clos
Chairman Stanley
was badly driven In automobiles aross the in reply.
equipment, bridges and stations durthe Steel inquiry would bo pushed for- ing persistent rumors that the Illi er commercial union between the sister ship, the Northland,
was injured. Both ternational bridge. At the middle of
Age," was the next question.
ing the revolution, Colonel Randolph
ward as rapidly as possible, altboug-- nois senator would resign. Senator United States and Canada His ex scorched. No one
nt
steamei-were
their dock in this the. bridge," Madero( was received In
Ninety-eigthe llvh day of last says.
until
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will
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r.o further 'hearlnics
Dillingham, chairman kof
statesman
of
and
the
broad
position
overhauled, for the season, the embrace o Senor Carranza, the March."
Abram Gonzales, elected yesterday
next Wednesday, when Mr. Gary, tee, said that undoubtedly Mr. Lori like considerations which should con city, being
which
June 21. The fire was new governor of the state of Coahuila,
opens
'What!" exclaimed the clerk in a by the Chihuahua legislature as prodifullest
mer
the
would
opbe
given
chairman of the Steel corporation
trol the action of the countries in caused
by an explosion of oil. The who escorted him Into Mexico through doubtful tone. "Come, come, old man, visional governor at Madero's dicta
this matter leaves little to he added. Northwest
rectorate, will continue his recital of portunity to testify.
plied between this city and a gateway of flowers, the arch of give me your right age."
tion, declared today that federal and
of
of
A
the
testimony
complete copy
and methods
"It. seems to me that the advanIts organization
Minn.
Duluth,
which bore the inscription Piedras
Never lied in my life," was the Insurrecto soldiers would lie sent
the Helm committee, of the tages to both countries certain to
taken
by
operation.
I am 98 Jointly to Lower California to put
Negras, signifying the passing of the patriarch's quick retort.
senate In the investiga- flow from the
operation of the agreeThe committee also Is considering Illinois state
Diaz from this and if you say I am not I'll crack you down the socialist insurrection there.
Porfirio
name
Cludad
tion of the' Lorimer case reached Wash ment pre of so evident and considerUNIONIST CONFESSES MURDER
the advisability ot holding sessions In
He said permission had been granted
(own and the dawn of a new era in across the head with this cane."
witington late today and will be turned able a nature as to .make the desiraChicago, June '3 Maurice Enright, Mexico.
New York, where there are many
Morrison, who says he is a veteran by the United States for the troops
committee.
to
over
the
bility of its adoption unmistakable. 1 business agem of the Steam Fitters'
the Mexican and Civil wars, to go through New Mexico arid Arinesses and much material of the Steel
Though the hour was early the
It should be passed by the sen- union, charged with the murder of crowd had assembled long before the lives in 'Big Horn Basin. Wyoming, zona by train.
think
told
th
Mr.
which
Gary
corporation,
ate without further delay, and that Vincent Altman and William Gentle
MOFFAT LEFT $16,000,000
and came East on a visit. He draws
committee it could have access to.
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by
man,
thought
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David
Moffat's
Denver, June
pension and had money .enough to
have been implicated in other shoot- GIRLS CAN'T RIDE
take him home, but on his way from BANKS ABSOLVED
estate, according, to an inventory Just
PREDICTS
amounts to $9,767,114.13, not in TINSLEY
ing affairs and labor slugglngs, last
Detroit to Chicago, he was roDoea.
HAIL STORM DID n filed,
night confessed he shot and killed
He has telegraphed to his son in
cluding mining stocks and mining
Baloon
May
a
downtown
in
Gentleman
estistates
FROM LIABILITY
ASTRIDE IN SOUTH Wyoming for money.
property in this and other
A BANNER SEASON 22. Enright absolved labor union of
mated to be worth from $5,000,000 to
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New York, June 3 The cotton brok
Altman or Bernard Malloy, both
Nashville, Tenn., June 3. Because by the refusal of Secretary of State
Construction company at $6,594,-862- .
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weather
enough
July
fully
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tion of the National Electric Light asmoisture already In the ground to
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Minn.,
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YACHT8 START IN RACE
Boston, June 3. Thousands of per
sons thronged City Point today to
witness the start of the ocean yacht
race from Boston to Bermuda. The
finish will be at David's Head, near
St. George, Bermuda, the distance be
ing about 670 miles. The yachts mak
ing the race are the schooner Vagrant,
owned by Harold S. Vanderbllt of the
New York Yacht club and winner of
MUST TELL the New York to Bermuda ract last VISITS WINDY CITY TO ATTEND
THE
'
CANADIAN RECIPROCITY
WHAT HE KNOWS OF STEEL
year; the schooner Iris, owned by
M.
CONFERENCE
Francis
the
Whltehouse
Man
of
TRUST SECRETS
Chester Yacht club; the schooner Sun
rise, owned by P. L. Carmichael, of
ALSO SENATOR ELIHU ROOT New York.; the schooner Enchantress ADDRESS EAGERLY AWAITED
owned by Seward V. Weed of the Co
rinthian Yacht club and the keel cut
COMMITSPEECH BEFORE ECONOMIC SO
HOUSE INVESTIGATING
ter Cispa, owned by Captain Ernest
CIETY WILL BE IMPORTANT
TEE WOULD LEARN WHAT
A. Smith of Bermuda.
UTTERANCE
WAS SAID AT CONFERENCE
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PRES1DENTT0
MAKE 2 TRIPS

MT

WEEK

HE WILL JOURNEY
TO BALTIMORE, AND LATER
VISIT NEW YORK

ON TUESDAY

Washington,

June

3.

President

Taft and many other notables

will

as-

semble In Baltimore Tuesday for the
jubilee celebration in honor of the fiftieth anniversary of Cardinal Gib
bons ordination to the priesthood and
the twenty-fift- h
anniversary of his
elevation to the cardlnalate.
Later In the week the president
to make a 6hort visit in New York
Among his engagements In the metro- polls will be to review a parade of
Sunday school children In Brooklyn
and an address at a banquet to be
given at the Hotel Asator by the Interstate Cotton Seed Crushers' assocla
tion.
Opponents of statewide prohibition
in Texas are to hold a great rally In
Fort Worth Monday to mark the for
mal opening of their state campaign
Governor Colquitt and other promln
ent men of the state are to speak. The
statewide Issue Is to be decided at a
special election to be held next
month.
A large number of Important con
ventlons are scheduled for the week,
Among those of more or less gen
eral Interest will be the general as
sembly of the Presbyterian Church of
Canada, in Ottawa; the annual meet
Ing of the National Conference of Cha
rltles and Correction, in Boston: the
meeting of the tmthern General Syn
od.in Washington; the Interstate Cotton Seed Crushers' association, In
New oTrk City; the American Water
Works association, In Rochester; the
National Association of Clothiers, in
Atlantic City; the Hotel Men's Mutual
Benefit Association, In Boston; the
National Association of Piano Deal-erin Chicago, and the annual meeting and tournament of the North
American Skat League, In Pittsburg.
Saturday is the day fixed for the
investure of the Prince of Wales as
a Knight of the Garter. It Is understood that the investure will be
strictly private. Other events In the
foreign field will be start of the
European aviation races, the Richmond
Royal Horse Show, the
celebration at St. Die, the International, convention of Good Templars
at Hamburg, and the continuation of
the arrangements for the" coronation
In London.
Franco-America-

n

BUSHNELL GOING TO EUROPE
Silver City, N. M., June 3. Colonel
George E. Bushnell, Medical Corps,
U. S. A., commanding Fort Bayard,
has been selected by the war department to represent the government at
the International Tuberculosis congress which meets at Rome, Italy, in
September. Colonel Bushnell is recognized as one of the world's great
specialists In the treatment of the
white plague, being especially noted
for his ability to diagnose the disease
in its most incipient stages. He is
not only an eminent physician, but a
fine German, French, Spanish and
Italian scholar. His knowledge of sci
entific German is equalled by very
few native born Americans.

FADS AND
FASHIONS
New York, June 3. Fashion experts
are of the opinion that separate coats
and wraps will be prominent this
spring, not only for evening wear, but
for street use as well. They are seen
moat frequently, as are the suits, in
the Empire styles. Often this effect
is obtained by a cord or tassel, where
the waist and skirt of the coat join;
or sometimes a belt Is employed, vis
ible in the back or front only.
Although there la a tendency toward the raised waist line, some of
the newest models show instead the
very opposite, or the elongated waist.
Nearly all the most modern spring
coats are cut so as to give the fash
ionable narrow silhouette, but care
must be taken to avoid extremes,
which are distinctly in bad taste this
season. The new coats are made in
huch a way as to be comfortable in
walking.
For evening wear, the draped wrap
is most seen. In all sorts of soft, sup
ple materials. The side fastening con
tinues in vogue in these wraps, some
fastening at the side just below the
waist line and others as far down as
the knees. All varieties of revers are
seen, the long narrow ones, the soft
draped and the incroyable. Collars
include the Nautch shawl, sailor, Charlotte Corday or fichu, and large round
or pointed effects. On storm coats
military collars fastening up to the
throat are much seen. There are a
few hoods, and false or simulated
hoods are much In favor.
In most of the tailored coats the
sleeves are like those in men's overcoats, put in without fullness at the
top, cut straight and finshed off with
a small turnback cuff or a few buttons. In the utility and auto coats
both peasant and raglan sleeves are
seen, particularly the former. In
r
evening- and afternoon wraps
sleeves are much in favor.
They are sometimes finished off with
or gauntlet cuffs, and
deep turn-bacare cut wide, so that the wrap can
be slipped on or off without diffi-

mm

ARRIVAL OF BOY
SCOUTS IN THE

or silk serge, .is making a strong bid
for popularity and is made up Into
attractive frocks and three piece or
two piece models, though the tailors
WHEN THEY A EACH ED SANTA FE
complain that it is difficult to han

CAPITAL

safe.

mp

73 MILES HAD BEEN
TRAVERSED

dle.

There are, of course, many forms
of the silk serge, ranging from a
Santa Fe, N. M., June 3. Led by
twill almost Invisible to a heavy diagonal, but the surah weave Is a me- Indian Chief Cajete, attired in his
dium twill and is extremely good look- robes of barbaric splendor, who acted
as weather prophet and guide, the
coloring either In plain one-ton-e
Las Vegas Boy Scouts, 24 strong, arhaircolor
In
with
or
or
black
ings
rived in Santa Fe at 6 o'clock Thurs
line stripes of white.
Irday evening and were given the free
A very light weight moire with'
water
and
design dom of the city by the Santa Fe
only vague
regular
is used for silk coat and Crock cos- Scouts who warmly welcomed them.
The Las Vegas Scouts were accomtumes, but not extensively, and much
more often in combination with serge, panied by Scoutmaster George
Lieutenant A. E. Hayward,
chiffon, etamlne or other materials
of
than alone. Taffeta is receiving rec- Praxedes Tafoya, who drove one inas
acted
and
chuck
their
wagons,
more
seen
is
once
more, but
ognition
often in changeable colorings and terpreter, and Professor B. S. Hale of
Las Vegas high school.
quaint models reminiscent of 1830 than the
The scouts spent some time in seein more severe and conventional tailing Santa Fe and then In preparing
ored costumes.
tents
Short coats are the rule among the their evening meal, pitching
and
then
hotel
Palace
of
south
the
modish silk three piece costumes and
little legs.
their
weary
stretching
elastic
an
term,
is
short
the word
It was a great sight to see these
meaning anything from bolero or Eton
youngsters march , Into the
sturdy
in
a
coat
plaiting
or the little
ending
for
they had covered no less
city,
or frill below an Empire waist line
73 miles sine
than
Tuesday mornthe
is
which
coat
to the hip length
held
been
up by rain at
ing,
having
Since Dame Fashion has decided that the lingerie waist is not a transient visitor of a
most generally accepted version of the
one of their wagons
where
Rowe,
short coat.
or two, but here to stay through all the seasons. She must forsooth year after
month
short
broke down. They were followed by
Long coats en suite with one piece two wagons, one numbered 13 and the
exercise
her ingenuity !n evolving new and lovelier creations to hold Milady's fickle
year
frocks of silk are shown, though not other 23, and in these wagons were
Surelv this year has met success. Such wonderful combinations of laces and bits
fancy.
in such profusion as the short ones,
the tents, bedding and provisions.
of sheer materials, such artful arrangements of tuckings and frills; such aaroit notes of
and some of them are exceedingly InWhat astonished many Santa Fe- while
embroidery in white or the daintiest pastel or vivid Bulgarian shades never were kuch
others,
and
attractive,
teresting
ans, especially ladies, who turned out
waists. There isn't a woman with a spice of Mother Eve's vanity lurking within her, that
particularly in the taffetas, are rather to see the scouts was the smallness
too odd and unconventional for gen- of some of them. "Yet the small boys
will be able to resist them.
eral acceptance.
are among the best walkers," said
The prices? Well just come and see these waists, guess what they're worth, subtract
Cjlor Is the prevailing note of the Scoutmaster Fitzsimmons. "There's
a
round sum, and you'll about hit the price we've put upon them.
adgood
With
the
and
hats
latest gowns
one over there who never complains
vent of hot weather, it Is likely that of the tediousness of the trip, up hill
Because we were able to purchase these waists at an exceptionally low
figure your
white will again assume prominence, or over stones."
will be proportionally small.
outlay
but at present it is quite in the backHe nointed to a wee bit of boy with
ground.
black hair and dark laughing eyes.
Adjustable collars, woven of colored "That's right," assented the youngTailored and Lingerie Waists in newest models,
An
Tailored Waist of excellent qualibeads in the form of a round yoKe, ster, filling out his chest, "I never
neatly and tastefully trimmed, each
in
ty, either pleated or plain front
front, get tired."
with hanging bead pendants
$3.0O
are a new form of the rage for this
A large variety of the season's best models,
one saw a busy
morning
Yesterday
of unusual beauty, in
Waists
Dainty
Lingerie
culty.
scene in the Las Vegas army's camp.
primitive adornment.
nicely trimmed with lace and embroidery. $1,73
the most approved styles, $3.00 up to. .
coats are distinctly in
.4(7.00
FLORENCE FAIRBANKS.
which looked the night
tents
The
the best style. A few tailored coats
had
birds
white
like
huge
previous
are seen coming just below the knees,
folded tbe1r wings and practically
but short coats are for the greater
SANTA FE TO RUN
disappeared In one of the wagons, and
part conspicuous by their absence.
a roaring fire was the attraction. Their
For tailored coats, the favorite fab
food was being prepared early, for
rics are Scotch tweeds and homeDEMONSTRATION TRAIN everyone knows
that the average Am- spuns, fancy mixtures in men's suit
good fcvpUt.
erjean. small kayt lw
The boys
ings, ratines and serges. These are
My what a breakfast!
ESTABLISHED 786Z
ON
BE
PUT
seen In checks, broken plaids, stripes A NOVEL' STUNT WILL
bacon or ham and eggs, frijoles,
had
double-faceMAIN
effects.
OVER SYSTEM'S
and
canned fruits, Jam, bread and butter,
Black satin, especially In the wool- LINE OF ROAD
and lots of things. A great big box
back styles, is much in favor for even
filled with provisions stood near by
ing and even for afternoon wear,
The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe and one of the boys was cooking a
though it is to be very much prefer- Railway company shortly will run a big mess of beans, with the dexterity
red exclusively for he former pur demonstration train to show the de- that would have pleased Dr. Frank
pose. Taffeta has also some slight velopment of railroad equipment in H. H. Roberts, that enthusiast in tne
popularity. These are seen chieily in thirty years, says the Red Ball. The cause of good cooking.
black, but in various colors to some train will be 'made up as follows:
Then up stepped a boy to the scoutextent as well. Light colored broad
"Please, sir, but
1 A Mallet locomotive of the lat- master and said:
cloths, crepe meteor, chiffon and lace est type, built for hauling heavy may I go to the postoffice?" The
are also seen for the evening. TJn-youngster had a letter or card to send
freight trains.
lined coats are predicted, of voile,
folks at home, or was he
2 A locomotive of the type in use to the dear
one
chiffon, lace and embroidered net, to
from them? Mr. Fitzexpecting
be worn over summer gowns during three decades ago.
that all of them could
simmons
replied
3 A steel framed passenger coach
the hot season.
go to the postoffice a little later.
Linens and light summer things are of the latest type.
The Las Vegas Scouts preserved
4 A wood framed passenger coach
still kept in the background, but the
the best of order as becomes an army
of masilk coat and skirt or coat and frock used in the eighties.
and every youngster seemed to feel
5 A new style freight car
a big that he was under the direction of
furnish a happy medium ground
twixt wool and linen and a costume one such as used for the shipment a superior officer and he obeyed him.
Phone
of this kind is a satisfactory posses of automobiles and the like.
60
"Where now?" was asked of Scoutsion throughout the summer. Black
6 An old fashioned box car.
master Fitzsimmons.
and
for demonstration
'
satin of various weaves and surfaces
"We never make our plans until
7 A flat car for exhibition purtail!s still favored for the
he replied. "See,
poses, showlnjg old and new style the last moment,"
costume, though
ored or
over
there looking
is
lieutenant
the
On
etc.
switches, 'couplers, brakes,
the flood of cheap models in this ma- this car there also will be shown a lovr the maps with Jesse Nusbaum,
Las Vegas, New Mexico.
valuabla In
terial has damaged its prestige, and section of dirt track with 62
pound who has given us much
to be' truly chic nowadays a black
cliff
Main
357.
dwellings.
Phone
the
about
rail, alongside of a section of rock formation
VVe
satin suit must be especially well ballasted track with 90
Yes, that is our objective point.
pound rail.
what
made of beautiful material and must
But
cliffs.
see
to
the
just
A party of officials will accompany wish
have some original note to set it aside
route we shall take we do not know.
lecand
demonstration
train
the
give
from the original model. These reBlobbs What has become of that
soon, however."
tures about the old and new systems VVe will decide pretty
quirements naturally are associated
Mr. Fitzsimmons said the boys are promoter friend of yours who stung
with high prices, and the woman who of railroading.
out for an eleven days' march and me with that fake mining stock?
The demonstration train will be
(Incoporated)
has little to spend will be wise to
about half the time they keep Slobbs He's dead, poor fellow! Blobbs
that
have her suit In some silk other than equipped at the Topeka shops. It will step, but cot over the difficult parts
Ah! death loves a mining shark.
black satin unless she is fortunate run in main. line territory. The sched- of the trip, such as up hill.
enough to know of a tailor, who can ule will be announced later.
He said that the cost of feeding
The train will run over the main each scout
and Dealer In
copy an Imported model cleverly from
approximated 50 cents a
a sketch and chartre moderately for line only, for the reason that the day, which is more than some hotel
WOOL.
branch line track is not heavy enough
doing it.
would believe. But t provis-'on- s
keepers
to carry the weight of the monster
are expensive these days and the
Very dark blue rivals black among
the smart silk suits, but it must be Mallet
BAIN WAGONS-RAC- INE
boys' stomachs well, they are quite
VEHICLES- - .Planing Mill
the extremely dark tone if it is to
and other ills, due to an inactive condi
large.
in Connection
be in satin, for any save this corbeau
"What is the most interesting feation of the Liver, Stomach and Bowels,
There 1b more Catarrh In thls; secshade has a tendency to look cheap tion of the country than all other dis- ture of this trip," repeated Scoutmay be obtained most pleasantly and
SEVEN
in a satin tailored suit, no matter eases put together, and until the last master Fitzsimmons.. "Why, the presrood promptly by wing Syrup of Figs
incurto
be
was
few
supposed
years
is
He
how good the material may be. With
ence
Chief
of
Indian
Cajete.
able.
East Las Vegas, N M Albuquerque, N. M.,
and Elixir of Senna. It U not
new
For, a ereat many years docevsome of the other silken stuffs a tors
Tucumcari, N. M.
pronounced it a local disease and a wonder. He not only khows
and
untried
but
used
is
Corona, N. M., Rowe, N. M., Pecos, N. M.
remedy,
by
alconthe
and
is
greatlocal
road
inch
the
but
remedies,
of
by
brighter tone Is less objectionable,
ery
prescribed
'
millioiu of
ormed families throughf
Trinidad, Colorado
est weather prompet. He actually
though the' darkest blues are most fa- stantly failing to cure with local treatSciincurable.
it
ment,
world
pronounced
out the
to cleame and sweeten
vored for tailoring purposes by all of
storms. Last night he cast
ence has proved catarrh to be a con- predicts
and strengthen the system whenever a
the authoritative designers.
his eagle eye heavenward and said
stitutional disease and therefore
One may group under the satins all
laxative remedy U needed.
constitutional treatment. Hall's that it would be all right to camp
of the satin finish crepes and even Catarrh Cure, manufactured by F. J. out as it wouldn to rain."
When buying note the fuO name
Ohio. Is the
the plain satin surface foulards. Satin Cheney & Co., Toledo.
The chief was at that moment at
of the Company California Fig Syrup
mar-Vecure
on
the
constitutional
delaine has lost popularity with the only It is taken Internally In dose" church for he is a devout Catholic.
Co., printed on every package of thai
TS WHAT makes
coming of the warm season, but there from 10 drops to a teaspoonful. Tt For a long time he was governor of
genuine.
your name familiar and
are other satins of high finish and pets directlv on the blood and mucoir the Santa Clara pueblo near
identifies
it
with
Regular
50
price
bot
one
offer
fke
per
surface of
your business. Continuous-nev- er
e
tin only.
system. They
rather more firmness than the
ror
on hundred dollars for any case It
saie py all leading druggist.
back to give the other
turning
your
and Its class which are liked falls to cure. Send for circulars and
Mow a chance when you are not
by some tailors. A silk poplin, very testimonials
It is yorse than useless to take any
looking,
If you advertise
stipule and charming of texture, yet Address- F. ,T. CHENEY & CO., To- medicine internally for muscular or
occasionally,
needIs
All
that
chronic rheumatism.
somebody else
ledo, Ohio
with enough body to lend itself well
Is a free application of Chambered
bv
7Sc
rtrueelsts.
So'd
ItTour
to tailoring Is beginning to make
expediture
Take Hall's family .Pills for consti- lain's Liniment. For sale by all
,
c 1U wnen you are out.
self a place among tailor silks. Surah, pation.
,
-
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Bright Time for the Lover of

Beautiful Waists
Lingerie Waists Are More Pleasing
This Spring Than Ever Before

.

three-quarte-
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Full-lengt-
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CO MING

Painting
and
Paper
Hanging

First class work
and best
terials is my
m otto.
st
cheerful'

E M F "30".
Flanders "20"
ARE YOU INTERESTED ?
flain

arrange

ly given.

date

.

CHARLES ILFELD COMPANY. Agents,

semi-tailore- d

An engagement ring on the finger is
better than a dozen in the jeweler's

i
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H. T.

Davis

GROSS, HELL 7

The highest point of woman's hap
piness 13 reached only through moth
erhood, in the clasping of her fchild
within her arms. Yet
be is often fearful of nature's ordeal
and shrinks from the suffering incident to its consummation.
But for
nature's ills and discomforts nature
provides remedies, and in Mother's
Friend is to be found a medicine of
great value to every expectant mother,
It is an oily emulsion for external
application, composed of ingredients
which act with beneficial and sooth
ing effect on those portions of the
It is intended to
system involved
prepare the system for the crisis, and
thus relieve, in great part, the suffering through which the mother usually
passes. The regular use of Mother's
Friend will repay any mother in the
comfort, it affords before, and the help
ful restoration to health ana strength
it brings about after baby comes
Mother's Friend

WHOLESALE GROCERS
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for our
free book " for
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information, and many suggestions
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SATURDAY, JUNE 3, 191 1
HER WEIGHT
FROM IOO TO 140 POUNDS.

lr.RFjFr

WILL CELEBRATE

7,000

Wonderful Praise Accorded

Perunathe Household Remedy
Mrs.

Maria Ooeru,
Orient., Oklahoma, writes;
"My husband, children and
have ned jour mediclu.-.- and myself
we
keep them In the house in
of
necessity. I WM restored to health by
this medicine, and Dr. Hartman'a Invaluable advice and books.
People ask
about me from different
places, and are
surprised that I can do all of my housework alone, and that I was cured
by the
doctor of chronic catarrh.
My husband
was cured of asthma,
my
of
earache and catarrh of the daughterand
stomach,
son
of catarrh of the throat.
my
I was sick I weighed 100 pounds ; When
now I
weigh 140.
"I have regained my health
and
I cannot thank you enoughagain,
for your
advice. May God give yon a
long life
and bless your work."

ORDINATION OF

RESIDENTS OF

GIBBONS

Li ONDON
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JEWS WANT 10
BE OFFICERS

JUBILEE SERVICES IN BALTIMORE
NEXT TUESDAY IN HONOR
OF BELOVED

THEY

IN
EVERY
ARE FOUND
WALK OF LIFE, A GREAT MANY
BEING IN BUSINESS

CARDINAL

Baltimore, June 3. If the Fifth
Regiment armory in this city was as
large as Madison Square Garden it
could not accommodate the crowd of
persons who have aoDlied for tickets
of admission to the jubilee services
in honor of Cardinal Gibbons next
Tueday afternoon. The celebration is
to demonstrate the fiftieth anniversary cf the ordination of Cardinal
Gibbons to the priesthood and the
twenty-fiftanniversary of his

e.

h

The committee on arrangements,
which includes churchmen of all
creeds, plans to make the celebration
national In Its scope. To this end
the governors of the various states,
mayors of cities and other persons
,
of prominence in every section of the
country have been invited to particiENDEAVORING TO OVERCOME UNpate. President Taft and
WRITTEN GERMAN LAW, PRO-- '
Roosevelt will head the list of speakers. Others who are expected 'to deHIBITING PROMOTION
liver addresses are Chief Justice
Court of the
Berlin, June 3. German Jewish or- White of the Supreme
Sherman,
United
States.
ganizations have undertaken a camCroth- Governor
Clark,
Champ
Speaker
nwrltten
military
paign against theu
of
Preston
ers
of
Mayor
Maryland,
law, prohibiting Jews from becoming
Gardiner
John
and
Bishop
Baltimore,
A
officers ,in the Prussian army.
of the Protestant Episcopal
'resolution, unanimously adopted by Murray
diocese
of
Maryland.
the
two leading Jewish organizations,
The celebration next Tuesday Is to
Union of German Jews and the Cenand
tral Association of German Citizens of be of a purely civic character
entirely distinct from the ecclesiasti
Jewish Faith, at a meeting at
cal jubilee services to be held next
reads:
fall and In which noted dignitaries
other
all
of
custom
the
to
"Contrary
'of
the Roman Catholic church through
Jewcivilized states, soldiers of the
The
the world will participate.
out
are
Prussian
army
ish faith in the
as
ia
demonstration
designed
at a disadvantage, in the matter of present
influence which
of
the
a
recognition
Christians
to
promotion, a?, compared
exercised for
and the Christian sons of Jewish par- Cardinal Gibbons has
and pa
idealB
In
citizenship
high
ents. The assembly protests against
this condition as unconstitutional and triotism.
ihe years oi lii'e have told lightly
Illegal, and expresses the hope that
Cardinal Gibbons, and to look
succeed
upon
will
authorities
the competent
one would not imagine that
him
opat
and
in abolishing this shameful
year.
his seventy-seventin
is
he
in
and
bringing
pressive injustice
can be termed robust, a
what
Never
law."
about the fulfillment of the
of his physical pow
Though considerable inroads already frugal husbandry
for what
have been made on the traditional era has more than atoned
not
bestow.
did
nature
posts
the
higher
which
view
regarded
His eminence was born in this city
In the army and the commissions In
te better regiments as the preroga- July 23, 1834, of Irish parents. Dur
tive of the German nobility, Imme- ing his boyhood he was taken to
where he received the elements
diate favorable action on the resolution above set forth Is not regarded Of a liberal education. On returning
to the United Statees it was deterprobable.
mined by his parents to consecrate
him to the service of God, and he en
tered St. Charles college, Maryland,
REAL ESTATE TRANSFERS 1 where he 'graduated with distinction
in 1857. Thence he went to St. Mary's
Seminary, where, after taking the
uiirrmtu Deeds
usual courses of theology and phil
Fred W, Browne et ux to John De osophy, he was ordained a priest
acres in June 6, 1861, by Archbishop Kendrlck.
Blaey, March 28, 1910, 160
Father Gibbons was at once assignLas Vegas grant. Consideration i.
Ar. U Pon
rr1 CUUUI
at" hy to J. B. Guerin ed to duty, and hard duty at that
March 28, 1911. house and lot in La's time, in the city of Baltimore, serving first as an assistant priest at St.
Vegas. Consideration $1.
V Jnhnann et UX et als tO Patrick's church, East Baltimore, unttj.o.j
Dolan.
Nels C. Kier April 7, 1911, land in San der the famous Father James
vicar
apostwo
was
In 1868 he
appointed
Miguel county, near Los Torres,
remainHe
and
Carolina.
one
of
North
7KR.34.
tract
tolic
f
iqtiiI
V
I i CLVLIS
'
and
ans7 acres, tract No. 2. Considera ed four years in North Carolina
adminisremarkable
such
displayed
.
tion fl.
Ed- trative abilities that on the death' of
Nels S. Kier and Alama Kier to
McGill he was transferred to
ward E. Johnson April 18, 1911, 1.561 - Bishop
Va., where he was installed
ConslderaRichmond,
acres in Las Vegas grant.
His administration in
1872.
in
bishop
L1UU
marked by practical
was
Richmond
Teodoro Garcia de Tmjillo, August
most important characthe
results
of
160
S.
A.,
U.
IT.
1910, patent from
ter. In 1877 Bishop Gibbons was
acres in San MIgui county iu
coadjutor with the right of
is
17 tun 15 R. 23.
to the late Archbishop Bay-lesuccession
M.
Ten Lakes Land Co., to John
of Baltimore. He was installed
Paul May 20, 1911, 40 acres m secuou archbishop at the cathedral in this
14 twp. 17 R. 17. Consideration $250.
10, 1878. In 1887 he reM. city February
Ten Lakes Land Co., to John
hat of the cardinalate
red
the
ceived
section 15
Paul, April 7, 1911, 20 acres
in Rome at the hands of Pope Leo
$10.
XIII.
twp 17 R 17. Consideration
H.
Wm.
to
Co
Land
.alma
t
Th Kanie energy, zeal and treat exsection
acres
20
1911,
7,
characterized
which
Kienta April
secutive ability,
1' twD 17. R. 17. Consideration
Cardinal Gibbous' labors in other
in the
Ten Lakes Land jo. 10 vm.
spheres have been displayed office
40 acres in sec
r
and
responsible
exalted
more
menus,
Consideration which he fills at present. He Is one
tion 14 twp. 17 R. 17.
ain,
?fiO0.
of the most democratise of men-plunostentatious and distinguishtl Hunt, et A1X. tO ThOS. E
he
acres In Las
Adams April 141911. 80
ed for good sense in everything
and
charitable,
i.
is
Consideration
extremely
He
does.
Vegas grant.
deOult Claim Deeds
his income does not meet the
B. Catron, mands upon it.
Thomas
to
Rnv
ioni,
oiifse and land in Las
As a preacher Cardinal Gibbons is
May 25, 1911.
and
always learned and interesting
Vegas, N. M- sermons
he
preof Redemption
His
often eloquent.
also a
May
pares in advance, but he is
B. Romero to Sablno Lujan,
so
been
in
Having
pic
good extemporator.
23, 1911, lot and improvements
in pubto
figuring
accustomed
long
Vegas.
clnct 6, Las
lic affairs and conducting the great
Sale Deed
25, functions of the church, he Is never
May
Roy,
Frank
to
E. Romero
flurried or nervous, but when he
1911, house and land in
rises tc make an address is composed
Consideration $54.44.
.
and fluent.
good
As an author, the cardinal holds a
The woman of today who. hassense,
of his
good
good temper,
high rank in the literature
hrSt eyer
TOmpJe?nfl church, and his "Faith of Our Fathibe result of correct living
of the ers" is regarded by eminent scholars
masdigestion, wins the admiration
and divines of every creed as a
world. If yonr digestion Is faulty
stomach and Liver Tsd-- terpiece of logic and literary excel- m.
all
will correct It. For sale by
Vice-Preside-

Frank-fort-on-Ma- ln
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Choir Loft
CHURCH OF THE IMMACULATE
Adrian
CONCEPTION
Rabeyrolle,

WHY IT PAYS TO BUY

pastor.

First mail at

m.; second mas
Sunday school in English
dud Spanish at 3 p. ni., in Spanish at
June 3. The American 1:30 p. m. Rosary and benediction
London,
J. L. Griffith, asked by of the blessed sacrament at 7:30 p.
the state department lor a report on m.
Cathechlsm for English speaking
the number of Americans resident in
London, has given an estimate of children on Tuesday 4 p. m., and on
about 7,000 but candidly says this is Saturday 10 a. m.; for Spanish speakSeveral attempts ing children on Thursday 4 p. m., and
simlply a guess.
to
determine the on Saturday at 9 a. m.
made
have been
number of Americans living permaCHURCH OF OUR LADY OF SOR
nently here but never with any great
success. Only 375 Americans are to ROWS Rev. Paul Gilberton, pastor.
First mass at 6:30 a. m., third Sun
day registered at the consulate gen
eral. . American directories have also day excepted. Second mass 8:30,
been published but they contained sermon in English, hymns rendered
even fewer names and those only of by the children under the direction
Americans.
of the Sisters of Loretto. Third mass
the
Mr. Griffith's estimate is considered at 10:30 a. m., sermon in Spanish.
Americans are From 3 to 4 Sunday school. At 4
quite conservative.
life in London. Benediction of the Blessed Sacra
of
walk
in
found
every
They are. however, widely scattered. ment At the New Mexico Hospital
In the first place there are a great for the Insane mass every fourth
many Americans in business in Lon- Sunday by the pastor.
don, but only a small proportion of
these are members of the American
FIRST METHODIST EPISCOPAL
society or kindred organizations and CHURCHCor.
Eighth street and Na
to
the others, not generally known
tional avenue, hi. C. Anderson, pastor.
swallow
are
their
Sunday Bchool at 9:45. Junior
ed up In the great vortex of London s
at 2:30 p. m.; Epworth League
League
millions.
population of seven
Another element adding greatly to at 7:00; evening preaching service at
the American population of London 8:00.
- A cordial Invitation is extended to
is the large number of young men
all
In
who have no other place of wot
or
experts,
employed as managers
British business houses and factories. ship to attend divine services at this
This is particularly true of electrical church.
concerns. The headquarters staff of
BAPTIST CHURCH. Corner Main
the United Railways, which controls
a Ereat underground system, miles of avenue and Sixth street, Rev. O. P.
tubes and connecting street railways, Miles, Pastor.
Is composed for example largely of Am
Sunday school 9:45 a. m; preaching
ericans, while the Central London by the pastor at 11:00 a. m.; and
railway, the original tube, now being 8:00 p. m. Young People's meeting
extended in several directions, is be- at
7:00 p. m. '
ing developed under the guidance of
Public cordially invited to these ser
an American. Then the estimate must
vices.
toof
means,
include the Americans
talling many hundreds, who are makST. PAUL'S MEMORIAL CHURCH
but
last
and
ine their homes here,
avenue and Eighth street.
National
not least, the American women, who
S.
Rev.
J.
Moore, pastor.
have married Englishmen.
Whit Sunday, June 4, 1911. Holy
In addition to London almost every
Communion 7:30; Sunday School 9:45,
city of any Importance in the country
has an American colony, and outside Holy Communion and sermon 11:00,
the cities many a country house has Tuesday, Holy Communion 10:30;
Wednesday, Friday and Saturday, em
an American for owner or tenant.
ber days, prayers for those who are
to be admitted into holy orders.
IN MEMORY OF HAMLIN
This cburc'tt is open dally for pri
oT
A
3.
feature
Bangor, Me., June
vate prayer and meditation.
s
seminary
Theological
the Bangor
eraduation exercises beginning tomor
FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
row will be the celebration of tne
100th anlnversary of the birth of Dr. Services in A. O. U. W. hall, Eighth
Cvrus Hamlin, the famous missionary street, between Douglas and Lincoln,
Regular services will be conducted
to Turkey and one of the founders of
at
the Christian church Sunday morna
was
Robert college. Dr. Hamlin
and evening.
ing
seminary
the
of
theological
graduate
at

7 a.

10 a. m.

ADVERTISED GOODS

consul-genera-

IN ARMY

,

AMERICANS

Because the advertiser has done something to inspire confidence.
He has not only explained the value and usefulness of his product, but has put his personality and reputation behind his

statements.
He can be trusted because his very business existence is at stake.
He believes in his goods to the extent of investing his capital, not
only in making the goods right, but in advertising, which

will not prove permanently profitable if, he fails to make
good secure repeat orders.
The advertising is not only a protection to the trade name, but it;
is the advertiser's guarantee of quality.
You are justified in being suspicious of unadvertised goods, be- cause, however much confidence the dealer or manufacturer
may have in them, he has not enough faith in them to spend
money in telling others of their goodness.

well-know- n

It Always

Pays to Buy Advortlsod Goods

fellow-countryme-

in 1837.
MISS SHAUGHNESSY WEDS
St. Andrews, N. B., June 3 The
marriage of Miss Alice Shaughnessy,
daughter of Sir Thomas and Lady
Shaughnessy, and Mr. H. Wydham

Beauclerk was celebrated at noon today at the summer home of the bride's
parents in St. Andrews.

SENATOR BAILEY TO SPEAK
Washington, June 3. Senator BaiInvitaley of Texas has accepted an
tion to deliver the Jefferson DavlB anniversary address before the Confederate veterans and allied organizations
of the capital. The exercises will be
held Monday night in the Mount Vernon Methodist Church South.

STATUE ,
VICTOR EMMANUEL
3.
heroic
equesThe
June
Rome,
trian statue of Victor Emmanuel II
is to be unveiled with imposing cere-

GREATEST OF AIR RACE8
Paris, June 3. The coming week is
to usher in the greatest series of aviation races ever arranged in any part
of the world, surpassing in Interest
and importance even the successful
flight. The course of
the coming contests begins and ends
a Parts, but between the start and
the finish the aviators will journey
from Paris to Berlin, then back to
Brussels and across to London, then
southward again over the channel to
Paris. Visits will be paid en route to
many of the principal cities on the
continent. A total of $100,000 in cash
prizes Is to be distributed among the
successful contestants.
.

Ha

Yak

TO VISIT FATHERLAND
New York, June 3. A party of 300
prosperous looking
venue and Tenth street
from Wisconsin, Illinois, Minnesota,
Morning worship and sermon at 11
o'clock. Bible Study and Sunday and the Dakotas sailed from New
school session at 9:45 a. m. Young York today to spend the summer in
the fatherland.
People's Society at 7 p. m.
The church extends a most hearty
ARE YOU A WOMAN?
to all people. Strangers
invitation
and sojourners to the city especially
Baltimore, Md. Mrs. W. H. Iaon, at
1419 East Madison street, writes, "For
welcomed.
several years, t suffered, off and on,
..CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
SOCIETY, from female troubles, until finally I
Regular services every Sunday morn- was taken down and could do nothing
ing at 11 o'clock and Wednesday even- The pains I experienced, I shall never
ing at 8 o'clock in 0. R. C. hall, forget I lost weight till I was only
skin and bones. I believe I would
Pioneer building. All are welcome.
have been in my grave, If I had not
TEMPLE MONTEFIORE
Douglas tried Cardul. I shall praise it as long
avenue and Ninth street, J. S. Raisin, as I live." Many women,' like Mrs.
Iaon, are weak and discouraged, on
rabbi.
Services and sermon every Friday account of some painful ailment. Are
night at 8 o'clock. Services for chil- you one of those sufferers? Cardul
dren and Sabbath school every Satur- will help you. Try It today. Any
druggist.
day morning at 10 o'clock.
Swedish-American-

MATINEE
AND NIGHT

M

a t4

Some habits one should want to break and
all bad habits are bad to keep.

The Want Ad. Habit is the' best all round
good habit anyone can have.

HEIRESS WEDS SINGER
New York, June 3. Society was in
terested today In tho wedding of Miss
Mabel Clyde, daughter of the million
aire head of the Clyde1 Steamship com
pany, and William Wade Hinshaw, a
well known singer of the Metropolitan
Opera company. The ceremony was
performed at noon at the home of the
bride's parents In West Fifty-firs- t
street.

FIRST' PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH.
Rev. Norman Skinner, pastor. Douglas

monies tomorrow as a feature of the
national celebration of the fiftieth anTHE FIRST S. D. ADVENTIST
The
niversary of Italian freedom.
CHURCH
Regular services In the A.
statue is notable as being the largest O. U. W. hall on Eighth street, be
bronze.
In
cast
work of Its kind ever
tween Douglas and Lincoln. C.
pastor.
REVERS JEFFERSON DAVIS
Sabbath School on the Sabbath
Atlanta Ga., June 3. The memory (Saturday) at 2:30 p. m. Preaching
of Jefferson Davis, only president of at 3:30 p. m.
was
honored
All are cordially invited to all serthe
Confederacy,
throughout the south today on the vices.
103rd anniversary of his hirth. The
SHILOH BAPTIST CHURCHCor
day was observed as a legal holiday
In Tennessee,
Louisiana, Alabama, ner Columbia and Railroad ' Avenues,
South Carolina, Texas, Florida, Mis- Rev. W. R. Burgess, Pastor.
sissippi and Georgia.
Preaching 11 a. m., and 8 p. m, by
the pastor; Sunday school 9:45 a. m.;
B. Y. P. U., 3 p. m. All are welcome
Warning to Railroad Men
E. S. Bacon, 11 Bast SL, Bath Me., to attend these services.
sends out this warning to railroaders:
"A conductor on the railroad,
my
work caused a chronic Inflammation Do You Have the Right Kind of Help?
of the kidneys, and I was miserable
Foley Kidney Pills furnish you the
and all played out. A friend advised right kind. of help, to neutralize and
Foley Kidney Pills and from the day remove the poisons that cause backI eommen "ed taklne them. I began to ache, headache, nervousness, and
and bladder ailments." O. G.
regain my strength. The Inflammation cleared and I am far better than Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
I hsve been for twenty years. The
weakness and dizzy spells are a thing
The trouble with people who say just
of the past and T highly recommend
what
they think is that they think
O.
G. Scahefer
Foley Kidney Pills."
such disagreeable things.
and Red Cross Drug Co.

Waul

Parls-to-Madrl- d

Anyone who will read each day The Optic
Want Ad. page with a purpose to select the
best opportunity that he may find and then
follows up the "lead," will surely get quick
success.
The Want Ad. Habit is the one habit that
will help people to get what they want when
they want it.
'

Telephone your Want Ads. to The Optic
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jKrystel Ice
CLEAN,

AND

PURE

Made

HAS

LASTING

QUALITIES

from distilled water

Cct Us Sbow Vou
PHONE 227 MAIN

OPERA HOUSE

MATINEE

LAS VEGAS. NEW MEXICO.

AND NIGHT

.

JUNE 14th
--

Yimf

JUNE 14th
Cvyclftb Season

Vibration and Sparkle at Every Stroke
Direct

here

Vim, Vibration and Sparkle

from Philadelphia, Willow Grove Park
Greatest Amusement Park in America

y

NOTE ITS
GREAT SOLOISTS

MISS BLANCHE, LYONS
FRANK HELLE.
JOHN HUGHES
OTTO H. JACOBS
JAMES E. SEEBOLD
HENRY MAYER.

at Every Stroke

The

Soprano
World's Fluegel Horn Soloist
Cornet Virtuoso
Belgium Euphonium Soloist
Piccolo Soloist
Xyophone Soloist
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TODAY'S COMMERCIAL- - AND: FINANCIAL . NEWS
STRAY TOPICS FROM LITTLE OLD NEW YORK

n

IlOOHrOKATD)

M. M. PADGETT

tons. But tbe competition
among ship companies is so keen that
the Olympic was only fairly launched
when work, was started upon a larger
line,
craft for the Hamburg-Americato be --called the Europa. The keel
of this ship was laid last fall' and it
Is to be 900 'feet? In. length, with
feet beam and will accomninety-simodate without crowding a total of
It will have nine
4,250 passengers.
Sacks.' above the water line. What
will follow the Europa nobody knows.
But there are already rumors of another gigantic enterprise that will
make the Olympic and the Europa
mere pigmies.
,
The most Interesting question thnjt
now arises in connection with the
enormously increased facilities for
transporting passengers Jupon Itie
ocean is the probability of decreased
rates. Already one may, journey from
New York to European ports at rates
that are only slightly in excess of
what would be charged during the
New
3me time at the higher-priceYork hotels. 'Perhaps the advent of
the larger and more luxurious vessels
will relegate the ships that are now
palatial to the ranks of the "popular
priced'' boatB. No one really knows.
45,000

(Cash in Advance for Mail
Subscriptions.)
Remit by draft, check or money
order. If sent otherwise we will not
be responsible for loss.
Specimen copies free on application.
AT
ALL PAPERS DISCONTINUED
THE EXPIRATION OP TIME

x

d
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WHAT IS IJKYAN UP TO?

CITY" LIVE STOCK

KANSAS

Kansas City, June 3. Cattle ReNative
ceipts 203. Market steady;

LARGE SALES OF
New York, June
fata, of
Madison Square Garden, that famous
exhibition and amusement place, is
hanging in the balance Just now.' For
some time the stockholders of the
company which owns the property,
have been agitating Ihe proposition to
sell the property because they found
it unprofitable. It is true that durins
the autumn and winter months the
lfirse Bhow, the dog show, the automobile show and other sporting or
commercial exhibitions made the gar-dna source of profit, but, after the
circus season in the spring was clos
ed, the large building remained Idle
The
for about four months or more.
rroblem as. to how to make Madison
Square Garden profitable during the
summer season was freely discussed
and numerous suggestions were made
which, however, were more or less
impracticable. Finally one of the
stockholders, impressed by the fact
tlat juBt now the country seems to
tc have cone craey over moving picture shows, suggested to transform
Madison Square garden Into an enor
mous "Moving picture house."
It
was decided to try the experiment
and the large amphitheatre was equip
ped with chairs and tables and everything elHe necessary. The house has
fx ating accommodation for 5,000 - per
sons and, if the experiment succeeds,
If. is
probable that the garden property
iwll be withdrawn from the market,
at least, for the present.
e

d

post-offic-

g

ut

e

cIopp-greedil-

J5.256.35; southern' steers

steerB

SEND

RAILROAD 'STOCKS $4.105.50;

southern cows and heif3.004.50; native cows and (heifers J3.006.00; stackers and feeders
$4.255.50; bulls $3.855.00! calves
$5.007.50; western steers $5.00
6.10; western cows $3.004.75.
Market
2,000.
Hogs Receipts
of
Bulk"
sales
$3.805.90;
steady.
,heavy J5.805.85; packers and towohers' $5.805.90 lights ?5.805.9u.
Market
Sheep Receipts none.
steady. Muttons $3.504.25; lambs
r5.5O7l00; fed wethers and yearlings $3.755.25; fed western ewes

WHEAT UP

ers

MILLION DOLLARS WORTH OF AT
CHISON CONVERTIBLE
FOURS

The Rev. James Berg, pastor of the
English Lutheran church of Mount
Vernon and also a member of the
board of aldermen of that suburban
tewn, has resigned his pastorate, his
resignation to take effect on September 1. He says that in the future he
will devote his time ' to the town's
Interests, although he will continue to
conduct a mission and Sunday school
In Wakefield
which he established
some time ago. When Mr. Berg found
that his pastoral duties conflicted with
his work as alderman, he promptly
decided to give up his church work.
It may be added that Mr. Berg has
political ambitions and is considered
a likely candidate for mayor on the
republican ticket next fall.

OF 1906 SOLD AT 105

June

New York,

3.

Confidence4 in

the stability of general conditions was
relected in the heavy, dealings in the
stock market today. Union Pacific,
Heading and St. Paul were all factors
In the rise and were bid up sharply.
A block of a million dollars of Atchison convertible fours of 1956 sold at
105, with subsequent sales at 105.
The market closed active and strong.
Prices fell from substantial fractions
to a point in the last hour under the
weight of realizing sales but the undertone continued distinctly firm. Of
all the active issues American Tele
phone and Canadian Pacific alone dis
The last sales
played heaviness.
were as follows:
67
Amalgamated Copper
120
American Beet Sugar
Atchison
....116
. ...135
Great Northern, pfd
107
New York Central
134
Northern Paclfio
161
Reading
120
Southern Pacific
187
Union Pacific
78
United States Steel
119
United States Steel, pfd

'

$:!.503.85.
ST. LOUIS WOOL
Louis, June 3. Wool Market
and western
unchanged.
Territory
mediums 1720; fine mediums 17
18; fine 1215.
St.

NEW

"Beat It quick and no talkin' back
o! I'll let this brute loose amongst
yer. Scat, scat," yelled a burly work
man at the same time holding in the
air by the end of the tail a tiny mouse
which never again would nibble at
staled cheese.
It was stone dead.
But a throng of fair residents of Etna
street, in the Cypress hill section of
Brooklyn, who all day had maintained
a warlike front against employes of
the New York Telephone company,
who had been sent there to plant huge
wooden poles, did not stop to investigate. With shrieks and a frantic
CHICAGO LIVE STOCK
grasping of skirts they ran. Their
flight gave the men, whom the wo-eChicago, June 3. Cattle Receipts
had fought off with hat pins, pok- 200. Market steady. Beeves $5.15
ers and shovels, a chance to place 6.40; native steers
$4. 50 5. 50;
the poles into the holes already dug. 5.50; western steers
$4.755.50;
stockers and feeders- $3.855.65;
The season at Coney Island has be- cows and heifers
$2.405.80; calves
gun and with It the customary mani- $5.257.75.
festation of rowdyism on the street
Hogs Receipts 9,000. Market Blow.
cars, in former years the magis
LUMs $5.756.12i4; mixed $5.70
trates dealt very leniently with the
6.05: heavy 5.556. 00; rough $5.55
rowdies who were arrested and sen5.75; good to choice heavy $5.75
tenced them to nominal fines. This
6.00;
pigs $5.506.00; bulk of sales
year, however, the magistrates seem
$5.906.OO.
determined to make an example of the
Market
5,000.
Sheep Receipts
young rowdies who molest, insult ar.d
Native $3.004.45; western
endanger the passengers on surface steady.
yearlings $4.255.15;
ana elevated cars. Several of theso $4.257.10;
rowdies have been sent to the work- lambs, native $4. 25 6. 90; western
house for six montla each and if the $4.257.10.
magistrates continue their good work.
it is to be hoped the young rowdies
will learn a lesson and refrain from
.
cutting up. -

Just when tbe dove of peace was
her softest on the ridge pole
ooing
PAID FOR.
of the democratic headquarters in
Subscribers desiring address chang- Washington, William J. Bryan threw
ed please state both the old and the
bomb. And now there is dust, con
new address.
fusion and strife among the hosts.
Advertisers are guaranteed the It all came about because the former
largest daily and weekly circulation leader insisted on "butting in" when
of any newspaper in Northeastern
the wool schedule came" up for conNew Mexico.
sideration. So serious is the situation that Representative Underwood
SATURDAY, JUNE 3, 1911.
believes If Bryan continues the activi
If the proverbial guardian angel had
LAS VEGAS' iiltlGHT
ties tbe democratic organization will
OUTLOOK
be hopeliessly wrecked and cannot not-be- en
strictly on his job the other
rally in time to make much of a day there would have been a white
Never in the history of this city showing in the next presidential cam funeral In the Kloss family of Eighth
avenue. A young woman, accompa
has there been so many reasons for paign.
'
substanin
forward
tbe city's going
nephew,
For some reason, or for no reason, nied by her
tial progress. Never has there been Bryan has aligned himself with the Paul Kloss, was riding In a Sixth aveso much reason for the good feeling woolen manufacturers lot the East nue elevated train. She was so busy
and happy, smiling faces that one
against the wool producers of the chatting with another woman, that
on every hand.
West. .He is insisting upon free wool she did not notice that her little nea
for
time,
the
for the manufacturers, who want phew, who was standing on the seat,
uncertainty
True,
of the ultimate success of the Cam-fiel- d cheap raw material and, from their looking out of the open window of the
project, hung over us like a pall. standpoint, the cheaper the better. car, lost his balance and fell out. A
But now that all of that uncertainty He maintains that this Is a time-- policeman, who happened to he In the
Is removed, the resumption of work honored principle of democracy and car, say the youngster fall and stopon the big irrigation system and its he has invited his congressional ped the train. The child had fallen
final completion before another year, friends to bolt the action of the demo- on the boardwalk between the elemeans that we will have more doing cratic caucus and follow him. Mr. vated tracks and escaped with a few
than st any time in the history of Underwood and the friends of the slight bruises.
Las Vegas. Therefore we cannot help wool producers hold that If there is
The festive suburban
but go forward by rapid and substan- to be any tariff at all it should be in
newspaper
is a far greater wonder
correspondent
tial strides in the next five years.
the interests of the farmers and stock
than Foxe Grandpa. When he breaks
With the
building of an adequate men. And there the party splits.
'
'
erection
the
sewer
system,
When politiicans start out to win loose and grasps the inspired pen,
sanitary
of new and commodious residences, political advantage at any cost there something is sure to happen In the
the construction of a handsome Elkse is always plenty of room for trouble. field of literature. Bloomfield, N. J.,
club house, and a magnificent
It is not at all likely that either where many New York businessmen
bountewith
have their suburban homes, Is unusual
building, together
Bryan or Underwood is sincere on the
ous rains all over New Mexico, one tariff proposition. Each is holding ly fortunate in having among its resi
could scarcely ask tov more reason his ear to the ground to find out what dents a man of abnormally feltle ima
as correspondent for a
for growth, yet there is much other the "plain people" are demanding. gination,
grour.d for felicitation..
it out that the "plain New York daily paper is in a position
Bryan
figures
One of the most conservative bus! people" are the teeming masses who to advertise the village by the pro
ness men in Las Vegas, said to The want cheaper clothing, while Under ducts of his literary genius. He !s
Ontio today: We are going to move wood is looking far into the hills of evidently" a breeder of chickens, for
forward In a most satisfactory man the West where reside the men who chicken stories, especially yarns about
the Leghorn variety, are his special
ner now. Realty values are brighter grow wool in vast quantities.
ty.
and there is a healthy and constant
According to his latest story a
Although he has been discredited
Mr. De Camp and his wife, after the
demand for good property, which has at every
Ameri
the
opportunity by
resulted in numerous transfers in .the can people, Mr. Bryan still presumes fashion of suburbanites, kept a few
Our
weeks.
population to direct the affairs of the democratic chickens In their back yard which kent
past several
with eggs for break
them
is steadily growing and newcomers
party and he will have his way if fast allsupplied the winter.
are constantly coming in. In my opln
through
Early in
eliminated
has
He
possible.
already
Ion, Las Vegas is destined to be the certain men from the lists in the the spring, however, the chickens
metropolis of the new state ere many coming campaign because they do not stopped laying and showed signs of inyears.
conform to his own particular stand- disposition. Mrs. De Camp, who 'is
o
ards. He has notified Judson Har running the chicken end of the estabMOXSTEK PASSENGER
mon that he will not do. He has cast lishment, tried several remedies, but
One day
SHIPS
an unfavorable eye upon Woodrow the hens did not Improve.
who threatens to become a it occurred to her to give to the hens
Wilson,
Wonders have followed so rapidly dangerous rival for popular ifavor. some of the quinine pills which her
upon the heels of other wonders in He has not as yet openly turned husband was In the habit of taking
the shipbuilding world within a de against Champ Clark, who has always for his malaria. She tried the expericade, that there is no further oppor- been his staunch supporter. Would ment and the result was marvelous.
No sooner
tunity for astonishment.
his party rather than Not only did the henrs perk up and
monster slid Bryan disrupt
is one passenger-carryinsee Clark made president? Perhaps show life again but they resumed the
jtf the ways than another keel is laid not, but if that was his intention he laying habit; each one laying two
lor a still larger vessel. The trans- could not have planned a more adroit eggs per day. Mrs. De Camp conAtlantio service has had remarkable move than opposing the action of the tinues to keep her hens on a quinine
accessions within the last few years democratic caucus at this critical diet and the hens seem to like it.
and the climax both in size and pow time.
er of all nautical architecture ,ihus
o
Another literary genius of the same
far reached is the great Olympic of
brand, who hangs out at Bayonne,
NO OTIIEK KUMMKK
make
will
which
the White Star line,
made his debut the other day with a
CAPITAL
its maiden voyage to America in the
neat little yarn. According to his
near future.
the employes of the Bergen
story
is
will
It
not
likely that congress
The specifications under which the
Point Iron Works in Bayonne some
consideration
serious
to
any
give
Olympic was built called for the out
proposition which includes an appro- time ago adopted a little kitten which
lay of $10,000,000 and the practical
one of the men had picked up in a
for a summer capital. .
priation
reconstruction of the Belfast ship
Washington is the capital of this field. The cat, then a kitten, became
building yards, the dredging of sev nation in summer as well as at
any the pet of the men and several times
eral harbors and the extension of
other time. When presidents occupy a day its saucer was filled with perdocks. This monster is 888 feet in
milk. Puss seem to thrive
fectly
feet in breadth summer headquarters elsewhere, the and good
length and ninety-tw- o
grew fat, until three weeks ago.
In
or
them
keeps
telegraph
telephone
of
bottom
the
.and it is 175 feet from
constant touch with Washingtonis Thwrshe showed signs of distress and
the keel to the top of the funnels.
that there is no interruption i6"60sl-nes- s bgaa, to.itet thin. The men could not
and
tons
Its displacement is 60,000
of state. The administrative or aokinnt fc--r the cat's condition, as
its engines will develop 45,000 horse
thjv milk 'saucer was kept filled with
is never disrupted.
j
power It is designed to unite passen ganization
Of course, the whole country wants reilarjty. One of the men, suspectger capacity with luxury in this new
see the president. Rivalry to pos- ing that there was something wrong,
to
ship of the White Star line and there
decided to play detective.
After he
was no effort to construct a vessel sess him during the summer is but had filled the saucer, he retired beal
be
He
natural.
should,
however,
that would Weak speed records. The
hind a desk and remained quiet. Pussy
maximum speed of the Olympic will lowed to choose hla own retreat wltlh-o- came and
began to lap up the milk
conon
of
interference
the
whlcn
part
knots an hour
be twenty-onhungrily.
Suddenly, however, she
will be somewhat less than the Eng- gress. In the meantime, Washington ran
away as if frightened and when
. capital
to
be
of
the
continues
the
lish and German "greyhounds."
seat of the govern- the watcher peeped JronVbehind the
Up to the time of the Olympic tlie nation and the
as well as winter, desk he saw a
summer
ment
in
largest ship afloat was the Mauriwhich had corner out of a
tania of the Cunard line, which is and ar ill times! ts' .aa attractive and
sucking in the milk intended
to
which
in
live.
790 feet long with a displacement of delightful city
three-year-ol-

'

for Pussy. The man killed the snake
and Pussy Is once mofe putting on
v
flesh.

ADVERSE REPORTS

YORK

METAL

New York, June 3. Lead and cop
Silver
per nominally unchanged.

53.

NEW

YORK

MONEY

New York, June 3. Call money
nominal. Prime mercantile paper 3J4
4 per cent.
Mexican dollars 45.
NEW

YORK BUTTER

AND EGGS

New York, June 3. (Butter unset-led- .
Creamery specials 22'423;
, creamery
creamery extras
firsts
state' dairy tubs, fin
est 22 cents.
Eggs demoralized. Receipts 20,179.
Fresh gathered extra first 16 17.
Fresh gathered first
fresh
gathered dirties, number 1, 11 cents;
fresh gathered checks good to prime
9 cents; poor to fair 8 cents.
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n
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MARKET

PRICES SOAR ON"NEWS

OF DAMAGE TO CROP IN
VARIOUS SECTIONS

June 3. Worse reports
Hessian
fly damage sent the
about
Diswheat market soaring today.
patches were at hand from northern
Indiana, asserting that from 20 to 25
per cent of the ciou had been in jured
The bullish sentiment was increased
by news of hot, dry weather in the
southwest and becwe of similar conditions prevailing in Russia and
to 91,
July started at 91
and rose to 92 &
a gain of V to
.
The close was strong with July
1
higher. There was good buying
of corn on account of wheat strength
and a smaller movement from the
to
farms. July opened at
and adto 54
higher at
was
close
The
to
vanced
54.
1 cent up for July. A big demand for
oats went largely unsatisfied. July
up at
started unchanged to
and
touched 3636
36
to 36
Provisions
then climbed to 36.
were steady. First sales were at last
night's level with Sept. lard at $8.15
and July ribs $7.07. Pork received
no attention whatever, the last quotations were as follows:
Sept. 90.
Wheat, July
Corn, July 54; Sept. 55.
Oats, July 37; Sept. 37. x
Pork, July $14.65.
Lard, July $8.07; Sept. $8.15.
Ribs, July $7.90; Sept. $7,85.
Chicago,

'

Ron-mani-

5354

98;

HELD SELF UP?
June 3. Accus-eMinn.,
Minneapolis,
NEW YORK COTTON
of embezzling $14,000 of the funds
New York, June i. Spot cotton of the University of Minnesota, J.
closed quiet; middling uplands 15.80; N. Bren, for four years cashier' of the
middling gulf 16.05. Sales none.
institution, is in jail. He sticks to
h's story of a hold-up- .'
ST. LOUIS SPELTER
St. Louis, June 3. Spelter higher,
Most family trees require a lot of
whitewash to keep the insects off.
$5.25.
CASHIER

d

'
The fewer friends you have the
Oh, for a brand, of good resolutions
smaller the
that even a strong man couldn't break.
you will need.

.

WuvT

ABSORBLETS
I wonder if my wife will stand for

that

gag
again?
I wonder who I can touch for- a
loan?
I. wonder if he will 'come again to'
night
I wonder whether he's holding a
good hand or only bluffing?
I wonder how she keeps from showing her age?
d wonder if that's her last year'
hat made over?
1 wonder how
they keep up appearances on his salary? Puck.
Little Tommy evinced inordinate
pride in his knowledge of "fractions,"
and not long ago an opportunity was
afforded him to demonstrate the fact.
His mother asked whether the little neighbor was an only child.
of triumph immediately
A look
came to Tommy's face, as he replied:
"He's got just one sister. He tried
to fool me by telling me that he
had two
but I knew too
much of fractions to be caught that
way." Harper's Magazine.
half-sister-

Jimmie Billy's awful stuck up,
Isn't he?
Chimmie Well, hain't he got a
right to be? He caught de (first
cramp of de swimming season dis
year, went barefoot and had his big
toe cut on a piece of glass a couple
of weeks before any of de rest of
us, got stung by de first bee, and
was de first kid to get pinched by
cops for playing ball In de streets.
Puck.
Rev. Mr. Hollers Mistah Johnsing,
what foh you call dat son of yoh's
Izaak Walton, when he was baptized
Geowge Washington?
Mr. Johnson Because, sah, dat rascal's reputashun foh verac'ty made dat
change imper'tive. Chicago News.

"I am going to send you my little
kitten to. keep you company."
"How good of you",
"Don't mention it, ..Besides, we are
moving." Journal Amusantv

''

Burrows Can you help me out, old
1 am in a hole again.
chap
t
I Baxter Say,! What the dickens are
you, anyway, a man or a woodchuck?
Washington Herald.
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BACHARACH'S
7 too p.m.
Kid Glove Special

7 to 9 P.M.

.

$2.75 and $3.00

A complete line of sizes in a good
leather glove, 2 clasp, assorted colors
and black, our regular $1.35 QQri
and $1.50 values, per pair. . .LOL

Women's Oxfords
Your unres.ricted choice of our 2
or 3 strap or lace oxfords, all sizes,
in all leathers,
"I Q
LJWvXl!
per pair.

Saturday Night

Saturday Night

7 to 9 P. m.

7 to 9 P. 111.

Hand Embroidered

mite Underskirt

Marquesettes Patterns
These patterns contain 5 yards of
material, made of the finest
and the
Marquesettes obtainable
embroidery work has been done by
hand a dress pattern in each regular price per pattern is $15.00 they
coine in coral, lavender, black, and
all the new shades, ff" 1
Qff
O
N
your choice
v

56-inc-

Special

h

J

Night
Saturday
,7. ;
j
'

i

...v.,
serviceable petticoat, fine
embroidery or lace trimmed, 38 to 42
lengths, always sold by us at $2.00,
(Tl- special, each

....q)l.y

at- -.

Saturday Night
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S15-51- 7

Store nr

Railroad
Avenue

E. Las Vegas.
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may concern that the following deNew Military Buildings at Fort SHU I scribed estray animal was la Ken up oy
A. S. J. McKandles, Negra, N. M. Oklahoma, Are to Be Modern
One sorrel horse about 6
In Every Way.
or 7 years old. weight about 1.000 lbs.
It is not so many years back since about 15 bands high.
the suggestion that troops were to be
I
Branded
sent to any of the western posts or
On left Jaw
the
to
forts brought a thrill of horror
Branded
J
heart of the feminine Dart of the
On left hip
offi- of
th
wires
the
army namely,
Said animal being unknown to this
ofli-The reason for this was that the
hnno.. tcr h nfficera wen often built Doard. unless claimed by owner on or
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of rough-hewsandstone, but 111 put before June 18. 1911. said date being
or
arter
of
wis
last
sod,
appearance
not
and
days
Infrequently
together
.11 th
attendant discomforts of I veitlsement said estray will be sold
houses erected of these materials on by this Board for the benefit of the
the far frontier. They possessed no owner wnen rouna
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
facilities for either heating or lighting
Albuquerque, N. M.
and were dreary enough places at best. First
May 27, last pub. June 8, '1 1
pub.
ac
Is
who
one
so It rather startles
quainted with the conditions of the old
Estray Advertisement
army domiciles that the new poet of
Notice la hereby given to whom It
Fort Sill. Okla., will be modern and
the following de
comfortable far beyond most of the up- - may concern that
was taken up uv
animal
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estray
offl
.
Barracks,
city dwellings
N. M.
J.
de
Juan
Chacon,
Vasquez,
cers' quarters, storehouses, stables.
6 years
about
One
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power house and other buildings areback.
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old,
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erected
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brothers always welcome to the
wigwam. W. O. Wood, sacheTB; ()
David Flint, chief of records and
collector of wampum.

0. ELKS Meets second and
fourth Tuesday evening of each
month at O. R. C. hall. Visiting
Brothers are cordially Invited.
H. Hunker, Exalted Ruler; D-- W.
Condon, Secretary

B. P.

Wanted

Your

conclave second
F. O. E, Meets first and third Tues
each month at Ma
in
day
day evenings each month, at Fra
sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. C. D- ternal Brotherhood hall. Visiting
Boucher, S. C; Chas. Tamme, Re
Brothers cordially invited to attend.
corder.
B. F. McOuire, President; E. C.
Ward, Secretary.
NO. 3,
CHAPTER
VEGAS

te

abandoned. The buildings are of re- lnforced concrete construcuon, auu
they are built according to the latest
plans, designed to insure comron oi
officers, enlisted men and horses, me
accommodations being provided are
sufficient for a full regiment or six dbi-terles of field artillery. There are tnree
batteries of field artillery now on duty
at the old Dost of Fort Sill, and It Is
expected that the new buildings will
be ready to receive them and tnree
additional batteries by next May
One of the features of the post
wliich Is bound to attract attention Is
the power house, which Is to furnish
all light, heat and power to all the
buildings. The heating pipes will, ofcourse, be carried In conduit underground, but the electric wires win do
overneaa

HaV6

vJi ular

Branded
LAS
On left riba
ROYAL ARCH MASONS Regular KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNCIL
convocation first Monday
g. M animai bemg unknown to this
NO. 804 Meets second and fourth
Five cents per line each insertion
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
In each month at Mato
words
Estimate alx ordinary
Thursday in O. R. C. hall. Pioneer
before June 18. 1911. Bald date being 10
sonic Temple, at 7:30 p.
lns. No ad to occupy less space than
building. Visiting members are cor
J.- -.
&
of
this
ist
m. J. A. Rutledge, H.
wo lines. All advertisements charg
dially Invited. W. R. Tipton, O.K.;
vertlsement, raid estray will be sold
P.; Chas. H. Sporleder,
E. P. Mackel, F, S.
Board for the benefit of tin
ad will ba booked at space actually
Dy q,
owner when found
secretary.
aet. without regard to number of
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
I. O. O. F LAS VEGAS LODGE NO,
words. Cash in advance preferred.
RANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E.
Albuquerque, N. .M
1. Meets every Monday
evening at
'11
First pub. May 27, last pub. June 8,
S. Meets second and fourth Thurstheir hall on Sixth street- - All visitMrs.
days in Masonic Temple.
ing brethren cordially Invited to atEstray Advertisement
Agnes M. Trip, Worthy Matron:
tend. Carl Carl Wertz, N. O.; A.
Notice la hereby given to whom it
Thomas B. Bowen, Worthy Patron;
de
concern
the
that
following
nay
Rogers, V. O.; T. M. Elwood,
,T.
AVanted Room in modern home by
Mrs. Minerva A. Howell, Secretary.
cribed estray animal was taken up by
W. E C rites, treasurer
Secretary;
Address
X.,
Optic.
ffcung lady.
S. M. Chase, Cimarron, N. M.
Phone Main 231, 721 Fourth street.
V. Hedgoock, cemetery trustee.
C
One bay horse about 8 years old,
NO
1,
LODGE
DORADO
EL
at
Bismark
Waitress
WANTED
weignt about 800 lbs.
LAS VEGAS CAMP NO. 13779 MOD
Branded
KNIGHTS OF PYTHIAS Meets
ERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
On left hip
every Monday eveMeets the second and fourth Fri
Said animal beln unknown to this
WANTED A first class seamstress.
ning in Castle hall.
days of each month in the W.
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
BACHELORS
ELIGIBLE
902
St.
Third
MANY
W. Hall, at 8 p. m.
Inquire Mrs. Ward,
before June 18, 1911, said date being 1
Vl8tting Knights are
Christopher
Clay, Venerable
after
last
Consul; George
of this ad
days
Invited
appearance
cordially
it Is Said That the 'National Capital vertlsement, said estray will be sold
Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W. Montague,
Chas. E. Llebech- Never Had Such an Attractive
by this Board for the benefit of the
assistant deputy. Visiting NeighNow.
Chancellor
nier,
as
Assortment
owner when found
bors are cordially Invited.
Commander. Harry
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
For Sale Model T 1910 Ford flve- N. M
'of
Washington society Is HKeiy to De
Albuquerque,
Martin,
Keeper
jassrnger touring car, first class con enhanced by the presence of a number First pub. May 27, last pub. June 8, '11
Records and Seal.
DENTISTS.
dition. Can bo seen at Las Vegas of eligible bachelors this winter, in
....
Auto and Machine Co.
taci, n iooks a uiouSu
Est
Advertisement
F. R. LORD
BALDY LODGE NO. 77, FRATERNAL
of eminent Dacneiors was never uiui
Notice is hereby given to whom It UNION OF AMERICA Meets first
as long, and the recitation of their may concern tnat (jhe following
DENTIST
and third Wednesdays of each
FOR SALE One Jackson 2 cyL roadsounds like the roll call of the gcriDed estray animal was taken up by
Office
Pioneer
Building
reaBrotherhood
Fraternal
month at
social register and the congressional Albert Sanders, Orange, N. M,
ster in good running order, any
Rooms 3 and 4
hall. A. E. Hay ward, F. M.; W.
sonable demonstration given. Cost directory.
One 10 years old motley
Office
Phone Main 57
The Beau Brummell of these Is with faced cow.
Secretary. Visiting mem$1,000, will cell for $250. W. T.
out doubt Capt. "Archie" Butt, "nrst
Residence
Main 413
Phone
invited.
M.
N.
bers
Branded
cordially
Brown, Watrous,
aid" to the president. Dame Rumor
VA
On right hip
asserts that she believes an underDR. E. L. HAMMOND
Branded
FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD, NO.
FOR SALE White Wyandotte chicks. standing exists between the captainWasha
DENTIST
102
at
On
Townsend.
Yvonne
Meets
ribs
Miss
and
Monday
night
every
right
Price according to size. Mrs. M. E.
The captain stoutly
heiress.
Ineton
Schmidt
Said
in
animal
to
hall
the
this
unknown
their
building,
Suite
being
Crockett
4,
Building. Has phones
Johnson, Humboldt, Kan.
maintains he Is heart and fancy free, Board, unless claimed by owner on or
west of Fountain Square, at eight
office
at
and
residence.
Even the cabinet contributes a bach before June 18, 1911, said date being 10
o'clock. Visiting members are corelor In Postmaster General Hitchcock. days after last appearance of this ad
FOR
SALE Thoroughbred, Jersey
dially welcome. E. E. Gehring, presiIn the diplomatic corps tho Wash vertisement, said estray will be sold
ATTORNEYS
dent; Mrs. Emma D. Burks, Secreheifer, fresh, $45. Call 1007 Elev- ington belle has a splendid field to pick by this Board for the benefit of the
tary; C. Baily, Treasurer.
and choose from. First In point or in owner when found.
enth street.
Geo. H- - Hunker
Chester A. Hunker
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
terest probably is the special attache
Albiiqiie-iii1"of the British embassy, Lord Eustace
J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 545,
HUNKER & HUNKER
FOR SALE "The Albert." cheap Campbell Percy, heir of the Percy fam First pub. May 27, last pub. June 8, '11.
I. O. of B. B. Meets every first TuesAttorneys at Law
in
so
nlstory.
English
rent See Wheeler, Las Vegas ily. distinguished a real
In
month
of
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vestry
the,
day
in.
Las
Russia contributes
New Mexico
prince
Vegas
Estray Advertisement
Steam Laundry Office.
rooms of Temple Monteflore at 8
Notice is hereby given to whom it
Prince Nicholas Koudacheff, counselor
o'clock p. m. Visiting brothers are
of the embassy. Certainly no eligible may concern that the following deMASSAGE
bachelor list would be complete with- - scribed estray animal was taken up by
Isaac Appel,
cordially invited.
FOR SALE Buff Plymouth Rock out Henri Martin, charge d'affaires of G. W. Anderson, Tucumcari, N. M.
SecCharles
Greenclay,
President;
One sorrel horse mule, 8
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baby chicks, $12 per 100. Money the Swiss legation; Baron von Hardenretarya
and
German
of
the
broek
embassy,
well broke.
old,
order.
years
Mrs, Magmusi accompany
Masseuse and Midwife
Oriental In Youssoff Zla Pacha,
Branded
tie E. Stevens, Humboldt, Kan, R 2 real new
Residence
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can
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Nor
Meet
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MEN
ambassador.
RED
Fraternal
Turkish
the
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one forget the chief of the bureau of
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hall
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the
sleep
Branded
In
American republics, John Barrett, who
Las
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each
ECH
of
Thursdays,
month,
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Thursday
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FOR SALE Legal blanks of all de recently declared that he Is vowed to
breath. Visiting and Saturdays.
thirtieth
run,
Said animal being unknown to this
scriptions. Notary seals and rec eternal bachelorhood.
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
ords at The Optic office.
before Juno 6, 1911, said date being 10
In the Wake of the Measles
True Consistency.
days after last appearance of this ad
The
little son of Mrs. O. B. Palmer.
Mouse Darkens City.
A nrominent Chicago Sunday school
vertlsement, said estray will be sold
FARM FOR 8ALE
Little Rock, Ark., had the measles.
Mass.
A
mouse
'nl
Board
for
benefit
one
the
the
woman
the
of
went
Plymouth,
into
Pv
club
put
116 acres, 70 under cultivation and worker and
electric lighting system out of com- The result was a severe cough which
nf th MlcWean avenue china studios owner wnen round.
worse and he could not sleep.
hay-barLi
orchard,
I
house,
c
.
good
BAIMITAKX
irrigation,
BUAKU
mission for several hours the other grew
m.v- - ,m. niirphftflea. After ex.
"One bottle of Foley's
She
, i
and store building. Fred J.
night. It crawled into the swltchbox Honeysaysi
Aiouqerque. jn. m.
t.ki. Fir8t
ji
and Tar Compound completely
8. '11. at the power house, found a
June
pub.
cusVme.
t7th7
In
N.
M.
and
place
Robinson, Holman,
cured him aid he has never been
aUt
the insulation on the feed wire just bothered since." Croup, ' whooping
said: "I think 1 will take everything
to
admit its tall, then rest- cough, measles, cough all yield to Folbig enough
Estray Advertisement
la on the table. But what is this
Notice la hereby given to whom It ing Its nose on the return wire, short ey's Honey and Tar Compound. The
fort I never saw anything: lust
like it before," pointing to one done PfJ concern that the following de- circuited the system and incidentally genuine Is in the yellow package al
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ways. Refuse substitutes.
up Dy gave up its own life.
O. G.
Zff
ln pearl lusters, about four inches
,
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
FOR RENT Furnished room, electric high and having a fluted cover.
'
One dark gray horse,
"That is a potpourri Jar," answered
light, bath, $10. 723 Fifth street.
Provides Home for Spinsters.
700 lbs.
years
old,
weight
the artist.
A country home for
""olev Kidney Pills take hold of your
Philadelphia.
Branded
"Oh, is it?" she queried, then she
and
children
FOR RENT Nice front room, also
deserving single system and help you to rid yourself of
poor
turned to the artist and said in a deOn left shoulder
women Is provided for in the will of your dragging backache, dull headAl typewriter.
Phone Olive 5101
cided manner, "I will take everything
Branded
Elizabeth Williamson Garrett, widow ache, nervousness, impaired eyesight,
MA
I
have
a
and
made
but that,
always
On left hip
of Chasper S. Garrett, a wealthy pa- and of all the ills resulting from the
or
a
to
to
have
thing
buy
modern point never
RENT Fi ve-r- c m
FOR
action of your kidneys and
per manufacturer, which was. admitted impaired
do with anything pertaining to poker."
house. Inquire 825 Third street,
to probate this afternoon. The estate bladder. Remember It is Foley Kid
O. G. Schae
ney Pills that do this.
at more than $1,000,000.
cial 1911, "The Homeseeker," de-Said animal being unknown to this Is valued
fer and Red Cross Drug Co.
MIGHT BE DEAD TODAY
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
Garden City, Kas. In a letter from before June 18, 1911, said date being 10
after last appearance of this adMrs. James Hammer, of this city, she days
vertisement, said estray will be sold
I
would by this Board for the benefit of the
GOVERNMENT FARMS FREE Offi says, "I firmly believe that
,
owner when found.
.j
scribes every acre in every county not be aliv'e today, if it wer not for
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
in- - the United
States, contains Ca'dui. I had been a sufferer from
Albuquerque, N. M.
ouitiAicn
township and section plats, rain womanly troubles all my life, until First pub. May 27, last pub. June 8, '11.
fall maps, land laws, bow and where I found that great remedy. I feel that
to get land without living on it, I can't praise it too highly." Are you
Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom 1
all about irrigated farms and Indian a woman, suffering from some of the
Pueblo, $11.90
reservation openings. Price 25 cents troubles, to which a woman is pecu may concern that thewasfollowinguo deColorado
POINTS
COLORADO
Springs, $13.70
taken
scribed estray animal
by
postpaid. The Homeseeker, Saint liarly liable? If so, why not try Car-du- Mr. J. E.
NIsbett. Stanley, N. M.
$16.60
Denver,
w&s
Paul. Minnesota,
the womans' tonic? You can rely
One hay horse about 7
ou Cardul. It is purely vegetable, per
700 lbs., 14
hands high.
old,
years
PERFECTION Pocket Adding Ma fectly harmless, and acts gently but
Branded
RrTTl
L-.l!chine; latest Invention; lightning surely, without bad after-effectSt. Louis, Mo., $40.30
Paul, Hinn., $46.30
On right hip
fl
W.
M.
wanted.
'Twill help you. Ask your druggist.
big profits. Agents
Branded
IU.,
$46.30
Chicago,
McConnell & Co., Clinton, Iowa.
On left hip
WTiooping cough Is not dangerous
Foley's Kidney Remedy Acted Quickly when the cough Is kept loose and
M. N. George. Irondale, Ala,, was expectoration easy by giving Cham
Tickets on sale daily June 1 to September 30, 1911,
anlma! being unknown to thb
bothered with kidney trouble for many berlain's Cough Remedy. It has been Said unless
In either direction,
are first class and good for stop-ove- rs
claimed by owner on
years. "I was persuaded to try Fol- used in many epidemics of this dis- Board,
June
18, 1911, said date being 10
ease
success.
with
For
sale
before
tak
perfect
and
final limit October 31, 1911
ley Kidney Remedy,
days after last appearance of this ading It three days I could feel Its Bene- by all druggists.
ficial effects. The pain left my back,
vertisement, said estray will be sold
my kidney action cleared up, and I
Foley Kidney Pills are a true medi- by this Board for the benefit of the
am so much better. I do not hesitate cine. They are hea'ing. atrengthen-ing- , owner when found.
D. L.
to recommend Foley Kidney RemCATTLE SANTTAR f BOARD,
antlseptio and tonic. They act
edy." O. G. Scahefer and Red Cross quickly. O. G. Schaefer and .Red
Albuquerque. N. ""
Cross Drug Co.
Drug Co.
First pub. May 27, last pub. June 8, '11.

1
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arate from the old post, which will

LODGE

BUSINESS:

Regular communication first and
each
yf third Thursday Inbrothmonth. Visiting
ers cordially invited.
William H. Stapp, W. M.; Chas. H.
Sporleder', Secretary.

To-wi- t:

RATES FOR CLASSIFIED
TISEMENTS

OBTAINABLE ALWAYS

A, M.

to-da-

Number,

BEST GOODS

To-wl- t:
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Optic'

AND CAFE

RESTAURANT

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS

I

'

COLUMN

LOBBY

.nm-aranc- e

For Sale

w y..

Win

Wedding Stationery

Announcement Cards

.

To-wl- t:

0

-

Engraved Cards
Calling Cards
Birth Announcements

Programs

To-wl- t:

-

.

and Stationery

n

,,

Z

For Rent

ted

Printed by the

ht

ir

T

r?

To-wi- t:
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KJIscellaneous

J

ROUND TRIP

oiiiiiirn rvriinoinnp
cAiunoiuno

0r

Optic

Publishing
Company

i,

To-wi- t:

s.

St.

BATCHELOR, Agent.

Printers of
SATISFACTORY

PRINTING

Our Prices Are night
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EITHER WAY.

WEAR

GOLOSHES

IN

RUSSIA

Natives In Odetra Boujd by Iron
tom to Keep Rubb rs on Feet
Have Brass Heels.

gau-cheri- e,

Is

IN

HOUSEBOAT

Poultry Raiser
Can Call His Chickens In and
Float High and Dry.

When Flood

Comes

First Widow But maybe he was
bashful. Tou should have thrown out
some hint that a kiss would not be
objectionable.
Mo. Andrew Jackson
Kansas
Second Widow I did everything Sheridan City,
is author, poet, inventor,
I told him I had such a sore
poBBlble.
expert friend of humanthroat that I couldn't scream, no mat- philosopher,
ity, boat builder, houseboat mariner
ter what happened.
and poultry raiser. He lives in a
houseboat at the mouth of the Kaw
river. About two years ago he built
PARTICULAR.
and launched his home. Now a houseboat has its good points, especially
at the mouth of the Kaw. When the
river gets ambitious and tries to
climb over the Intercity Viaduct, the
marine home goes right on up with
it and remains dry,, while the packing
houses are floundering in the yellow
water.
But Sheridan's 'interests began to
grow and he became cramped in his
houseboat. He took up poultry raising and soon needed a second story.
Here is where his inventive genius
came to the front
"This will make a fine second
Btory," he said one day as he gazed
at his canvasback residence. "Suppose I'll have to desert the life on the
ocean wave raise her and build a
"That new guy is quite a dude, ain't ground floor beneath on the dry
land."
he?"
Mr. Sheridan came to the Point for
"Something awful! Why, he's not
satisfied with trimming his cuffs with fresh air, and finding that It had the
largest and freshest supply of air of
clssors of a morning."
any place he had ever seen, he
"He ain't!"
"Naw. He lathers and shaves 'em." couldn't hoist anchor and leave. And
thus it happens that he Is building
the first story out of concrete two
HIS EXPLANATION.
years after the second stratum of
his home was completed.
"You see," said Sheridan, "when
the waters come I can move the
chickens and everything into the upper floor, and float off. When the flood
goes down I'll paddle around and let
her settle back on the foundation."

Constable How did you come to
fall, sir?
SI Haylott On that there train from
Wayback. But, you chump, I didn't
come to fall. I came to visit my sister, Samanthy Bangs, on Hickory

street

CURE SORE EYES.

!

FAMILY PRIDE.

TENEMENTS

IN CHICAGO

BAD

WILLIE SMITHERS

THE ONE DEFECT.

ANSWERS EVERY CALL

KNEW.

Secretary Velller of National Housing
Association of New York, Deplores Conditions.

East Las Vegas People Have Founa
That This Is True

Chicago. "Housing conditions la
Chicago are shocking, but the worsf
thing about them Is that nobody know
just what they are," said Lawrence
Veiller, secretary of the National
Housing association of New York,
who lectured to the Woman's City
club on "Housing" the other day.
"You permit tenements to be built
in Chicago with courts three and a
half feet wide, when our New York
limit of twelve and a half feet is a
minimum." Mr. Veiller said. "You
permit stairways that are fire traps,
flues which Inevitably carry and
spread any fire that starts in any. part
Prof. Stork And how are we get- of a tenement Just to Illustrate how
ting on with our studies, Ernestine T the danger of fire may be reduced let
Have you been promoted to the fly- nie tell you that not a single life has
been lost by fire in the 20,000 new-laing class yetT
tenements which have been put
Little Miss Quacker Oh, no, professor. Mother has decided that I up In New York city during the last
shall not take that course. She says eight years, although these buildings
anybody can fly but only the best house 1,260,000 people. The point is
that every one of them is fireproof in
families take to water naturally.
the basement and first story and the
stairways are fireproof from top to
LEADING QUESTION.
bottom. They must be built of iron
with slate or other
treads; they must be Inclosed by
brick walls and the doors opening Into flats from them must be fireproof with no transoms.
"Here in Chicago 95 per cent of
your tenement stairways are of wood
with wooden floors In the halls and
mere
studding lathed and
plastered for walls. You deserve great
credit in Chicago, however," Mr. Veiller admitted, "for providing that
buildings over three stories in height
must be fireproof, thus limiting your
tenements to three stories instead of
to the five and six stories we have in

A cold, a strain, a sudden wrench,
A little cause may hurt the kidneys.
Spells of backache often follow,

Cus-

Odessa. Residents of this city say
It Is difficult to understand why the
average Englishman regards the wearing of goloshes as an effeminate custom. From the hygienic point of
view, the Russian attaches a prime
importance to warm feet
In this country the wearing of goloshes during the late autumn, winter
and early spring Is universal among
all classes save the peasantry and the
rank and file of the army. The golosh
is as commonly worn by commissioned officers as it is by clyjlians.
The military goloshes are of special
make, with brass heelbits and sockets for the spur shanks.
From the universities down to the
primary schools the wearing of rubber overshoes In winter is obligatory.
Apart from its hygienic utility, In private and social life It would be reHe I could valse to heaven with garded not only as very "bad form,"
you, sweetheart
but even as an unpardonable
She But I don't want to valse to
for a person to enter a carheaven.
peted room or a room with parquet
He Let us reverse then, dear.
floor with soiled boots.
The custom Is similarly de rigueur
in business circles. In all public ofHER GENTLE HINT.
fices, hotels, restaurants and cafes
special provision is made for visitors'
goloshes by the porters who take s
visitor's coat and hat in the corridor
or vestibule.
In private life there is sometimes
not a little amusing confusion, after
an evening party or a ball, In finding
goloshes, but It is customary for the
wearer to, have his initials In large
brass letters, stamped on the inner
soles of the goloshes.
Russian goloshes are all of home
manufacture and the yearly output Is
about 45,000,000 pairs. The price of
goloshes this year is nearly double
that of last year, owing to the boom
in rubber.
MAKES HOME

4

7

two-by-fo-

Or some Irregularity of the urine,
"An heirloom," explained the farmA certain remedy for such attacks,
er's wife to her
boy, "is
down
medicine that answers every call.
banded
A
that
been
has
something
from father to son, and in some inDoan's Kidney Pills, a true spe
Is
are
What
you cryPapa Hampton
stances is greatly prised."
Eddie?
cific.
,
about,
ing
"I'd prire these heirlooms I'm wearWillie
Eddie
Little
Las Vegas people rely
East
"a
the
Many
remarked
good
youngster,
ing,"
Smithers told the truth.
deal more if they wasn't so long in
on It
Because
Willie
Hampton
Papa
the legs." Everybody's Magazine.
Here is East Las Vegae proof.
Smithers told the truth?
He said he
Little Eddie
Alfred Underwood, 806 National
would lick me, and be did.
NATURALLY.
St. East Las Vegas, N. M, says:
"I have previously recommended
Doan's Kidney Pills through the lo
NOT EXACTLY THE SAME.
cal papers and I have vouched for
their merit whesever questioned In
regard to my statement I obtained
Doan's Kidney Pills at the Center
Block Pharmacy and they brought me
othpositive relief from, backache and
kidney
of
complaint.
er symptoms
Since then I have taken this remedy
off and on, whenever I had need of it
and It has alwaye done good work.
Mr. Shortcash I'll remember this
If mv kidneys do not act properly or
Christmas for quite a few years.
Mr.' Smlthson How so?
my hack aches, I can depend upon
Mr. Sbortcash The piano I gave
The Traveler Hello, Hans! I hear Doan's Kidney Pills to drive away the
my wife this Christmas I bought on you've taken a chance In the matri- trouble Immediately."
'
the installment plan and I'll be sev- monial lottery again. I suppose you've
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
eral years paying for It
a
won
Co., Buffalo
,
prize?
cents. Foster-MIlbur-n
Hans Yaas; I .got a surprise.
New York, sole agents tor the United
PROOF POSITIVE.
States.
Remember the name Doan's and
MOTHER GRAYS take no other.
.

SWEET POWDERS
FOR CHILDREN,
A Certain Relief for

New York.
"Your expenditure for your department of public health is wholly inade-

quate. Chicago simply doesn't realize
that a department which saves lives
by preventing danger is as important
What lovely
Grace
sleighing as the fire and police departments
which only protect them when they
weather, Jack!
Jack Yes, it Is. Would you like are in danger.' You have a splendid
to try It?'
health department, but it cannot do
Grace Dear me, I should be de- much because it hasn't any money."
lighted!
Jack
you think your father
SHEEP TO SUPPLANT DAIRY
would lend me his horse?
D-d-o

UP TO PAPA.

Fvmfnhoriift,

II e a d a c h e,
4'onMipation,
i reining
pttonncn
i rounict,
m, and I) en troy
IH order
Warms. ThnvHrmlc nn I 'nlda

CHICHESTER S PILLS

Albuquerque, N. M.

Indira!

Auk j roup llmKylftt for a
Diamond HrandyVX
la Red tlad ttold metalltcVv
sealed vrllb Blua Kllibos. V
Take no ether, Buy of your
UramwimU Ask f.tt lll- - llY.TRR
1MAMOND UKANlft PILLS, for lift
yean known as Best, Safest, Always Reliable
SOLD BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE

He Oh, yes; I write verse occasionally but I tear it all up as soon as
I write it.
She Ah! I knew you were olever.

IMIIa
boxes,

Harriman to' Dispose of Her
Large Herd of Famous Holstein
Cattle for New Venture.

SerliooUOli
5

Six Weeks, June

July

General History, English
Literature, Physics,
Chemistry, Zoology,
Classics, Modern
Languages, Special Courses for High School

Market Finders
Classified ads. search out the people to whom
of those who MIGHT BUY

the particular thing-i-

Instructors, Vocarand
Instrumental Music.

among all
worth most.

That property you want to sell is WORTH MOST to someone who reads the ads. in this newspaper and would never
hear of your property unless it were advertised here.

Fee for the Course
Five Dollars

Others, who read and answer ads. in this newspapeii want
(and are anxious to find and pay cash for) books, automobiles,
used machinery and furniture, articles of usefulness of any
sort, and musical instruments.
As the classified ads. are read by all possible buyers, of all
possible sorts of things, they have come to be the finders of the
best markets!

CALIFORNIA

ffi

Seen Francisco
June

13. 14. 15,
1M
16, 17, 18. 19. 20, 21 and 22.
FINAL LIMIT, SEPTEMBER 15, 1911

ON SALE

LOS ANGELES or
SAN DIEGO

One way via

to

14

Principal Subjects Offered:

ANT Ads
Are Best

the-dal-

If Illy

New liexico

Mary

Newberg, N. Y. Sheep will supplant cattle on the Harriman estate
in Arden, according to a report circulated here, when it became known
that Mrs. Charles Cary Rumsey, who,
since the death of her father, Mr.
Kdward H. Harriman, has managed
his estate, was going to sell the large
herd of Holstein cattle and disconf
tinue
branch Of t'ne Clove
Valley Land Company. The milk produced by the dairy has been shipped
to New York market every day.
Recently Mrs. Rumsey has gone to
Kansas, and it is said she purchased
a large number of sheep. The land
of the Harriman estate is adapted to
sheep raising and it is believed that
Mrs. Rumsey intends raising sheep on
a large scale. Mrs. Rumsey believes
that she can make the estate pay a
larger dividend next year than it ever
paid before if her sheep raising
"Now remember this the stronger scheme works out as she contem'
should never do anything; to Injur plates.
the weaker!" v
Mr. Edward H. Harriman in his
'Then why did you lick me?"
lifetime was much Interested In his
herd of cows and spent large sums in
their breeding. Milk and butter shipHIM
SHE'D MAKE
PROPOSE ped from
Arden to New York was
placed on many a Fifth avenue table
at a price a good deal in excess of
more plebean dairy products.
His daughter, Mrs. Rumsey, is not
interested in cows so much as she is
in sheep.
She has already arranged
to import several pedigreed rams
from England and Scotland, and will
FIFTY DAYS' FAST FOR LOVE
soon have an extensive as well as
expensiye flock.' The herd of cattle
will be sold at auction in a few days.
Charming Brunette of Los Angeles
Mrs. Rumsey has proved herself
Cures Malady So That She Can
to be well equipped for any business
Marry Man of Choice.
In which she wishes to engage. She
Los Angeles, Cal. Miss Josephine
has made the estate at Arden yield
Gilman, a charming brunette, ended a
good profits, and with the change of
remarkable fast Of 50 days that she
sheep for cows it Is believed that next
undertook for love, and ate food for
year Bhe will have even greater profits
to show.
the first time. She fasted under the
direction of the famous Doctor Tanner, to overcome a malady that threatFish Tie Up Plant.
Btnks Is it hard to propose to I
ened her life and had prevented her
Chicago. Thousands of fresh wamarriage.
girl?
ter herring pouring into the hydraulic
Blinks Depends on the girl.
At the end of her fast without any
power Intake of the rail mill of the
Binks How so?
food but orange juice and water, she
Gary steel plant caused a tieup for
pnrlirhtlv. and declared that
Blinks If she has been out severr1 some time the
other day. Just what
had
left
of
disease
seasons it is hard not to."
the last vestige
loss the company sustained is not
was
her nance,
her. By her side
known. Foreign workmen took the
helping
fish home for supper. Several months
happy over her recovery and
NATURALLY.
u
ensues
her plan the temporary
ago a rat was electrocuted in the
oot while Miss Gilman declared
power house and the current was
the
to
there no 'longer was any bar
shut off for several hours, thereby
ringing of the wedding Dens.
rendering 6,000 men idle.
Helen
Miss
a
was
sister,
With them
who voluntarily fasted for 30
Gilman,
,
ih. fomiiv could see the effect
Improvements at Capitol.
Much has been done during the reof the treatment and Judge whether
cess in the way of betterments around
the cure was too dangerous ior uer
the capltol in Washington, the total
frail sister Josephine to attempt said
cost of improvements being $500,000.
"I ut lost all desire for food,
I was afraid
Of this but little has been spent on
Miss Josephine. "At first
as
the senate chamber and the hall of
I might be awfully hungry, but
that
...
nn I beean to loolt on
the bouse. The congressional office
something that was
building has been completely repaintthtns to eatmeasana.m
ed and looks very attractive.
House
apart from
committee chairmen who see the finwfl At first I was Iweak
saw
ish of their chairmanships with the
and did want the good things
dih
passing of Republican control next
uai
eating,
the others
March, begin to appreciate fully the
passed.
,, nf hnnsrer
advantage of having handsomely furI did noi ieei
nished quarters in the building and
and 1 ua
.
ot
davs.
.u.
thrpe
after uie in"'
I
are dreading the trips back and forth
day
Every
strength.
much
not lose
......
the "snake hole," as the unthrough
auu
at
the
piano
nractlced
The Goose I hear 'the farmer's derground connection with the conand between
garden to look after, some cooking wife severely scolded your spouse.
gressional office building is called.
duties and doing
The Rooster Yes, and Henrietta'!
I put in my
family.
the
of
rest
the
been laying for her ever since.
i
time."
Optic want ads get results.
d

University of

Trade Mark. In 84 boars. A t all Drufotiats, SbtiU.
Don't accept Ham pi mailed FKKK. Address,
anysubttituU. A, S. OLMSTED, L Roy. N.Y.

15

Exclusive of Laboratory Fees
I

Circular of Information pn
application to the Registrar
of the University.

I

$62.50

NORTHWEST
One Way, Via

Seattle
Portland SanorFrancisco
or the

verse. Meals and sleeper free while at sea

LOS ANGELES

Den-

re-

Boat or Rail from

ASTORIA

AND

PORTLAND, ORE.

or

ver direct or
Denver and San
Francisco

SAN DIEGO

EVERETT,
SEATTLE,

MM

$55.50
SAN FRANCISCO

direct or via
Los Angeles
turning via

re-

Ogden and Denver

orTACOMA,
WASH.
Via Denver and

For the Round Trip

Salt Lake

or Denver and
Tickets on Sale June 5, 6, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15,
16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21 and 22

$55.50

FINAL

TICKETS

ARE FIRST CLASS

RETURN LIMIT SEPTEMBER

15, 1911

Billings

$55.50

i

maid is suffering from s
of the right eye. V hut
best thing to do?
my
tfe Plug up all your keyholes,

fihe-- My

--

I
I

,y

S

GOOD

FOR STOPOVERS IN EITHER DIRECTION

Further Particulars Cheerfully Given at Ticket Office.

D. L. BATOIELOR, Agent.
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LOCAL NEWS

PLENTY
of Strictly Fresh Laid
FROM THE MESA
-

''';

.

25

Cents a Dozen

THE STORE THAT'S ALWAYS BUSY

Butter has taken an unexpected jump, but until

further notice we will continue selling the
Finest Creamery Stock at 30c a lb.

FOR 30 DAYS
Our Pride Flour

$1,30 per Sack
Every Sack Guaranteed

Las Vegas

Roller Mills

Phone Main 131

ESTABLISHED

187(1

10

o'clock

Ball Bearing Lawn Mowers

JJJJ QQ

Hart, Schalfner & Marx

First National Bank
.'of
Las Vegas, New Mexico
First National Bank Building,
Sixth Street

JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President
E. D. RAYNOLDS, - - - Cashier
HALLETT RAYNOLDS, As't Cashier
General Banking Business transacted.
Interest paid on Time Deposits.
Issues Domestic and Foreign Exchange.
A

Requires a skillful process To take a garment
and clean it without shrinking or spoiling the shape
requires experience. We have been in the business
for a number of years and have the experience.

Manuel Gallegos of Las Vegas, was
married in Santa Fe Thursday even
The Fortnlghtgly club will give a
Electric irons on 30 days trial. La3
nlng to Miss Antonlta Abeytla, daugh Vegas Light and Power company.
dance Monday evening in Rosenthal's
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Teodoro Abeytia
hall. The affair will be informal and
Mr. and Mrs. Gallegos .will make
will be attended, it is expected, by a
E. J. Blakely of La Junta is working
their home here.
large number of the younger society
iu the local Santa Fe offices in the crowd. All members of the Fortnightposition of wire chief.
ly crowd are invited to be present.
Miss Nora Trahey, who was graduated from the Normal Thursday
Lost String coral beads, between
evening, has secured a posftlon for Normal and opera house. Return to
Always get the best at Nolette'i
the coming year. She will teach the
barber
reward.
shop.
liberal
and
receive
Optic
third and fourth grades in the Santa
Rosa schools.
Judge Clarence J. Roberts of the
A, H. Harris and R. B. Schoon ma
ker have sold their Insurance agency Fourth judicial district expects to
Tony Faust draught beer is on tap to Harry L. Cutler, who will occupy spend his vacation in California Ac
at the Opera Bar, and Is one of the the office next to thelr's on Lincoln companied by his family Judge Rob- finest draught beers served over any avenue. The Harris Real Estate com ers will pass through Las Vegas Monbar in the city.
pany now will devote itself exclusive day on his way to Los Angeles from
his home in Raton. He will 'be in
ly to the real estate business.
California about thirty days.
That the Boy Scouts are showing
that hardiness which characterized
Monday morning the board of coun
the make-u- p
of their forefathers Is ty commissioners will hold its reguF. H. Pierce, trustee in charge of the
evidenced by the fact that on the lar monthly meeting. It is likely that Ca infield irrigation project, this afoverland march to Santa Fe this week the contract for the erection of the ternoon received a telegram from Den
they negotiated 29 miles the first day: three new county bridges will be ver, announcing that the man who la
10 miles the second day (during which
The Job was to be general foreman in charge of
signed at that time.
time was taken for a side trip to the was awarded some time ago to the the work on the big reservoir and ir
ancient ruins at Pecos) and 34 miles Missouri Valley Bridge and Iron com- rigation system on the Las Vegas
the third day.
pany but the formal contract be- grant, will reach the city Monday
tween that company and the commis With his arrival, active work will be
Positively no camping, fishing or sioners has never been signed, owing resumed on a large scale.
C. to
hunting allowed on our ranch.
several delays which have arisen.
W. and F. J. Wesner.
The board of trustees of the Las
is understood that the bridge build
ers expect to begin their work in the Vegas land grant will hold its regu
lar monthyl meeting Monday morning
There probably Is an opportunity in the near future.
l'l its offices on the Plaza.
Wagon Mound for some of the recent
graduates who desire to take up teachD.
R.
After a hearing before Judge
Dr. J. M. Cunningham's Reo, five- ing. The Wagon" Mound high school is
Murray, David Aguilar, the man charg passenger, fore-dootouring car nas
nearly completed and the school board ed with complicity in the shoplifting
tried out by D,
and
is
arrived
being
has not yet succeeded in finding a stunt
pulled off at Joe Taichert's
machine
is a beauty
The
Hoskins.
is
It
understood
principal.
Wagon store Wednesday evening, was reand Dr. Cunningham who is said to
Mound is willing to pay a liberal sal
leased from custody.
Aguilar was
ary if the person selected can deliver not the man who ran away with the have developed into considerable of a
motor bug, is looking forward to some
the goods.
clothing, Chough he assisted the real good times In it.
thief by attracting the attenlon of the
Try a dram of Old Taylor bourbon clerk while the articles were being
at the Opera Bar. Served from bar
gathered up. Judge Murray warned
rels on the bar.
him to get out of town as quickly as
possible and Aguilar faded away al
The Santa Fe baseball team will most as rapidly as does a dollar bill
meet Albuquerqu e tomorrow on the at a church fair. No trace of the
lattur's grounds. Santa Fe defeated other man haB been found and Agul
the Duke City aggregation last Sun lar said he did not know what had be
day and! Albuquerque is determined to come of him. Your curtains need laundereven up tomorrow. According to the
ing this spring. The usage they
schedule published by the Santa Fe
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
have received and the dust
management the team will not meet in the wood. Direct from distillery
Las Vegas until July 11. The sched to you. At the Lobby, of course.
they have absorbed iuring the
ule is as follows: June 4, Santa Fe
winter, makes them unfit to
at Albuquerque; June 11, Antonito ov
hang the entire summer. Send
All the books, blanks and supplies
Alamosa at Santa Fe; June 18, Albu
your curtains to us, when you
for the new postal savings bank,
querque at Santa Fe; June 25, Santa which will
them down and you will
in the East Las
take
be
opened
Fe at Albuquerque; July 4, Alamosa
a week from next
Vegas
postoffice
be pleasantly surprised by their
at Santa Fe; July 11, Las Vegas at
Monday, have arrived and Postmas
appearance when we return
Santa Fe; July 15 and 16, Santa Fe ter F. O. Blood
could begin receiving
at Las Vegas.
them. We wash them clean,
deposits' Monday morning if he should
without damaging them; we
receive an order to that effect The
starch them just stiff enough
postal savings bank system has its
own stamps for postage as well as
to drape right and hold their
deposit certificates. Unlike other de
We are promised
shape, and we dry them perpartments conducted by the postal
fectly square, even and the exsystem postage must be paid on mail
act size as when sent us.
matter pertaining to the banking sys
tem. For the purpose of running ex
You'll Like Our Work.
Try It'
of one per cent! of
penses one-hal- f
the deposits is appropriated.
Two
per cent interest is paid to depositors
MONDAY
Las Vegas Steam Laundry
while the money is placed on de
These will be the Califorposit in local banks at two and onePhone Main 81.
half per cent. Mr. Blood will go to
nia berries and have been
Raton in a few days to witness the
coming very choice.
workings of the savings bank in the
A 15 Box Tray
Raton postofifice.
r,

Quality and Style with Low, Price
'

The Kareful Klothing Kleaning Ko.
Phone Vegas 450

6J4 Lincoln Avenue

From the best information we can get the Colorado crop will be short,
therefore we will probably
be unable to secure these

berries at a price for
ning.

For the Best Meats, Kansas City or
i

can-

J. H. STEARNS
A

GROCER.

Native, call at the

BRAAF & HAYWARD CO. MARKET

Old Crow sold over the bar at
Long's Buffet.
HARVEY'S

most-satisfactor-

or Phone Main 16

47.-1- 8

USE

BOUCHER'S
Fresh Roasted

plant we 'thowrfor this
They are the
Prices
Our collection is not excelled anywhere.
climate.
reasonable. Try our assortment ?3 al1 different for $i.oo.

& Son
P e Phone
rfvMain Onion
Phone Main 276
462

Store

Rach

T

-

i,

united with Hlsh Quality and plenty of Style It a
I

Especially True when you get

Schaffner

& Marx,

Ederhelmer, Stein

as Hart,

and Michaels Stem.

& Co.,

We cover Each Sale with an ABSOLUTE Guarantee of Satisfaction
Both from the Manufacturer and From

GREENBERGER
A SUPERB LINE of

NEW ROCKERS
JUST RECEIVED
T'lfiF

Ti'""1M"

From

mm

m

u

ism

$12 to

$15.22

IN PRICE

M2

LET US SHOW YOU

J.

C. JOHNSEN & SON

Screened and Lump Raton Cerrllos

C O A L fi J B

WOOD

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
Anthracite

Coal, all

D.

sizes-Ste-

VJm

Coal Sawed Wood and Kindling

am

0if

G OfJD

j

Don't Borrow Your
Neighbor's Paper-Subscr- ibe
Today for
T5he. Optic and Have
One of Your Own
RETAIL PRICES
2,000 lbs. or More, Each
1,000 lb, to 2,000 lb.. Each Delivery
200 lb, to 1,000 lb.., Each
Delivery

rLn

20o oer 10e

.....V

M

50 lb... Each
Delivery

100

Si"
Si'

60o per 100

lb.

80o

Z

AGUA PUR A GOMPANY

fice.

Lots of Dahlias
PlantTHERE
IS STILL TIME

-

the Latest Productions from such Reliable Manufacturer

Les.

OPEN NOW

This famous mountain resort is now
ready for its 29th season. H. A. Har
vey will welcome the guests as of old,
Miss Burnham will see to their com
fort and enjoyment. Terms as usual,
$10 per week. Carriage out each Wed
nesday and Saturday morning, return
mg Tuesdays and Fridays; fare $1
each way. Leave orders at Murphey'i
drug store or Harris Real Estate of

-

rare Combination Indeed and this

Strawberries

$1,011

r

Economy,

Let us Launder

tor

il

Your Get in Your Spring Suit

or canning

DRY CLEANING

CLOTHING

;u:v

?

Your Curtains
This Spring

The

VAX

Wn. ILFELD, Agent j
PHONE MAIN 379

?

The Homo of

t

LUDWIG

4'

(ireenDerger s

Wednesday and Thursday Only

.

Lunch every morning at
at Long's Buffet

AT

N. B.

You. cannot afford to be without an
electrlo iron. We ; can supply you
with one. Get our proposition. Las
Vegas Light and Power company.

Chicken and pressing and lemon
sherbet Sunday dinner at White Kitchen, 25 cents. Service begins at
11:30. The place that is clean.

.

FOR.

h-

f"
1

--

Es

M

.

Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the
Purity
and Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made
Las Vegas
Famous-Off- ice
701 Douglas Avenue.

The Glass Which Every One Appreciates

HA VJIQ' CUT

COFFEE
;

n

'

t

It Costs No More, and Is Better
'

f.

s

'

f

TAU P;E R T

JEWELER

s

OPTICIAN

f
t

I
!

f

I

